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VOL.

28.

IX.— NO.

HOLLAND,

MICIL,

SATURDAY, AUGUST

21,

1880.

WHOLE

gUrkctjs.

Common

divisions amounted to $148,945.

Council.

fumerles. River street.

V

PUBLI8HED EVERY SATURDAY AT

EOLUHS

\I7ALSH HEBER,

VV

DOESBURG,

J.

Editor and Publlther.

Terms of Sabsoription:
paid in ndcance; %1.75 if
paid at three month*, and %i.00 if
paid at *ix month*.

$1.')U ]Kr year if

JOB

I*

HINTING

I’TLY

I’UOM

AND NEATLY DONE.

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
One square of

ten lines, nonpareil.) 75 cents
insertion, and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion for any period under three
(

ilrst

months.
3 M.
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3
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2
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Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three

changes.

bushel ............... $

lb

stock of goods appertaining to the bus-

Glover seed. ^ tb ................
Eggs, p dozen ...................
Honey, ^ lb ......................
furaiturs.
Hay, V ton .....................
\f EVER, H. A CO.. Dealers In all kinds of Fur- Onions, V bushels ........ ........
niture. Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins, Potatoes, V bushel ................
Timothy Seed, V bushel ..........
icture Frames. etc.: River street.

^ ,1 soo
(&
ft 14
ft 5 "0
ft
ft
ft

An
17,

available pass through the Cascade

1880.

The Common Council met in regular i>eeaion anil range of mouutains has been discovered
called to order by Mayor Van der Veen.
a&d surveyed for the short route of the
Aldermen present: SprleUma, TerViee, De Vrlea
Kramer, Bertech, Lamlaal and the Clerk.
Northern Pacific from the Columbia River
Minutes of last meeting read and stood apwai*

to

proved.

11
11

Puget Sound. The approaches on both

sides are good, no gradient will exceed 100

PETITIONSAND ACCOUNTS.

The following bills were presented for payment: feet to the mile; the summit can be passed
L.T. Ranters, 4 mos. salary as CityTreas..$91.66
O. Doesburg,1 pint writing fluid ......... 40 by a tunnel not over one mile long, which
25
31
3 25 p. H. McBride,1st quar. sal. as City Ally. . 18.70 will avoid the cost and maintenance of
Geo. H. Stpp, X day special assessment
sldewaks ..... ......................... 100 snow sheds, and the line can be run
Wood, Staves, Eto,
Qenaral Dealer!.
II. Elferdiuk,^ day special assessment
sidewalks ...........................LOO straight to Wilkeson, the town to which
Cord wood, maple, dry ...................... 1 3 50
\ r \ n PUTTEN G„ General Dealers, in Dry
*• green ................... 2 66 H. Meengs, (4 day special assessment sideV Goods’ Groceries.
Crockery,
Hats
and
Caps.
•.cries.(
...... 2 50
walks .....................
LOO the branch, 31 2 mile's from the western
beach, dry ...............
Flour. Provisions. etc.; River »t.
green ................... 2 "<) J. Van den Berg, cleaningFire Eng. No. 2 2.25 terminus, Tacoma, is now operated, and
H. Brooks, fixing brake pin Fire Eng. No.
1.50
Hotel!.
J. 11. Nlbbelink, hearse for Mr. Dekker ..... 2.50 save that much of construction. The
Shiuglcs,
m ....................
—Allowedand warrantsordered Issued on the building of the Cascade division will not
/"tlTY HOTEL. Mrs. J. Meyers A Sons. Pro3rain. Feed, Etc.
City Treasurer for the several amounts.
V7 prietors.The largest and best appointed
be much longer delayed.
REPORTS OP STANDING CONNITTEES.
84
86
Wheat,
white
V
bushel
........
new
hotel in the city. Ample accommodations for
ft
4o
The
Committee
on
Ways
and
Means
gave
notice
Corn,
shelled
^
bushel
........
permanent hoarders and transient guests. Every35 that at the next regular meeting of the Common
OrganizedEmigration.
thing first class. Cor. of Eighth and Market sirs., Oats. # bushel .....................
65 ft, 65 Council, they would Introduce an ordinance, makBuckwheat, V bushel.. ...........
Holland, Mich.
8-ly
ft, 60 ing the GeneralAppropriationBill for the City of
Bran. & UK) lbs ....................
One of England’s leading men, the
ft 18 (KI Holland, lor the fiscal year A. I). 1880 —Filed.
DIKENIX HOTEL. Jas. Ryder, proprietor. Feed, ^ ton .....................
!MI
Aid. Butkun appeared and took ills seat.
Hon. Thomas Hughes, of London, has
1. Locatednear the Chi. A W. Mich. R. R. de- “ £ 1"" It' ...................1 20 ft
ft 1 30
The Committee on Streets and Bridges reported
pot. has good facilities for the traveling public,and Barley. V KKi lb .................
ft 1 IK) progressregarding Fish Street Improvement.— given practical attention to this subject,
Holland, Middling. V UK) lb ..............
its table is unsurpassed.On Ninth sir
ft
5
(M
Flour. V brl .................
Accepted.
Michigan.
a-iy
having accepted a positionas superinft 3 IK)
Pearl Bariev, ^ 100 th ...............
The Com. on Streets and Bridges reported Black
65
River
Highway
Bridge
in
need
of
repairs.—
Com.
Rye
V
hush
....................
tendent of an extensiveorganizationof
I JELGRIM,
M., Proprietor of Ottawa House.
ft 90 instructed to see that necessary repr frs are made.
Good accommodations fur steady boarders, Corn Meal V UK) Tbs ..............
New England capitalists, whose purpose
ft
1 20
Fine
Corn
Meal
V
UK)
tbs
.........
The
Com.
on
Poor
reported
presen
;ng
the
semiand every facilityfor transient guests The Knmonthly report of the Directorof the Poor and is to plant a large colony upon a suitable
glisb, German and Holland languages are spoken,
Meats, Etc.
said Com., recommending$48.37 for the support
t urner of First and Fulton street,Grand Haven,
of the Poor for the three weeks eliding Sept. 7, 1880 and ample tract of land in east Tennessee,
(Fly
Beef, dressed per ................
ft 5 and having extendedtemporary aid amounting to
in which region their is an abundance of
Pork.
•’
................ . 4 \ ft 5 $5.— Approved and warrants ordered Issued.
OCoVJ'S HOTEL. Wm. J. Scott, proprietor. Lard ............................
ft 8
The Director and Com. on Poor recoin mended rich soil, and whose inhabitants enjoy one
This hotel is located on the cor. of Ninth and
ft 11 that 87)4 cents weekly be allowed K. Schaddelee
Turkevs,per !b ...................
Fish sirs., convenient to both depots. Terms, Chickens, dressed per Th. .. .........
ft 8 from Aug. 1st, 1880. for rent of house occupiedby of the finest climates known in the world.
$1 .iki per day. Good accommodations can always
Wm. Noble.— Adopted.
be relied on. Holland,
»->y
The Com. on City Library recommended Hint they We may properly say that organized emibe
authorizedto ex|iend’$loO in the purchase of gration is the only true method for peo-Cocal.
Liver? a&I Sale Static*.
I new books and $10 in getting o.d books cleaned,
pling new terrilory. Persons in the eastre bound and re-covered, also that the City
MUON E H.. Livery and Sale Suble. Office
Librarian be added to the committee in the selec13 and barn on Market street. Everythingfirst“You don’t know their Value.”
! eru or central stales should not go nor by
tion and purchase of books.— Adopted.
class.
families and isolate themselves and shut
COMMUNICATIONS KKOM (TTY OFFICERS.
“They cured me of Ague, Hilllousness
VIBBEL1NK. J. 11., Livery and Sale Stable;
The
City Clerk reported Oath of Office of G. themselves ofl* from all pleasant social
iv Niulli street. near Market.
and Ividuey Complaint, as recommended. Van Kerkfoort,City Pound Master, on file in Ills
i privileges and enjoyments, but should
office.— Accepted.
Heat Harteti.
I had a half bottle left which 1 used lor
Justice I. Fairbanksreported no cases for proseMUTKAUA VANZuEREN, New Meal Mar- my two littlegirls, whom the doctors and cution before him foi the mouth of July. Justice baud together, by hundreds,selecting of
II. I). Post reported one case of prosecution since the right sort as their new companions
13 ket, nearcornerEighth and Fish Street. All
neighbors said could not be cured. I am his lust report and having collected $3 fine, and
kinds of sausages constantly on band.
presented receipt of the Treasurer.— Acceptedaud and neighbors, such ns relativesand perconfident I should have lost both of them
ordered chargedto the Treasurer.
l rl’ITE,J., Dealer lu all kinds of meats and
sonal friends, and then purchase large
one night if I had not hud the Hop Hitters City Attorney reported,returning copy of orIV vegetables; Meat Market on 8th street.
dinance referring to License with the corrections tracts at prices greatly reduced from those
in my house to use. I found they did suggested.— Accepted.
if AN DER HAAK. 11., Dealer in Fresh, Salt,
a single individual would be forced to pay
MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS.
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper them so much good I continued with
and twine; 8tli street.
for a single tract, and divide the tract
By. Aid. Bprictsema,

•
“
“

8 00

ft

ft

J.

ft

?

"

2

A

_

ft
ft

ft

1

i

Business Cards In City Directory, not over three
lilies,$2.00 per annum,
Notices of Births. Marriages, and Deaths published whttout charge for aubscriheis.
An I before the Subscriber’sname will donote
the expiration of the Subscription.Two ZS signify that no paper will be .continued after date.

iiT

full

V

Beans, ^ bushel ............
Butter. V
................

Druggist & Pharmacist; a

iness.

OFFICE: VAN LANDEGEND'S BLOCK.

OTTO

Produce, Etc.
Apples.

mui

CII7

Holland, Mich., August

YTK'S PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer in Drugs. Medicines Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van Den BBRu'sFsmlly Medicines;Eighth St.

weeklyTewspapee,

a

444.

The July land sales on the two Eastern

fomcuL.]

Vf BENGS. D. R.. Drag Store. Fine DniRf, Medial Iclnec.Fancy (toodt*. Toilet ArticleB audFer-

NO.

All advertising bills collectable quarterly.

mriTO n

Michigan.

“

|

O

i

Midi.

i

;

Dl?D

may be found on tile at Geo.
iniu
riJlA p. Rowell * Co's Newspaper AdvertisingBureau tin Spruce St.), where
advertising contracts may lie made lor it in NMV
a
1 XX

i

YORK.

Additional

[

Rail Roads.
Chicago & West Michigan R. S.
Taken

hnwlay, July 9,

ti/eef, 1

.4

Tram*.

L-are
Holland.

at
Lind,

rri r<

Hut

* 3.40 a. tn.

Grand Rapids.

{ 1.40 a. m.
t 5.20 “

,

8.14 a. m.

m.
p.m.

*

1.50 p.

1

10.10

\990.

7.30 “
3.25 p. m.
9.40

,

•t
New

“

^

p.

in.

water

L

*5 35 p.

m.

9.50 p.

m.

5.25 a. in.
3.35 p. m.
* 8.20 a. in.

m.

*0 00 a. m.

1.30 p.tn.

Butlulo tk

Ciiicagii.

i

1.30’ a.

f

5.15 a. m.

*

7.20 “
3.20 p. m.

38

9

8 15 a. in.
* 2.30 p. in.

1.55 “
10.20 p. m.

“
}

* 7.40 p. in.

• Mixed trains,
t Dally except Sunday and Monday,
t Daily except Saturday.
, Mondays only.
All other trainsdaily except Sundays.
All trains on this road, will be run by Chicago
time which is 20 minutes later than Columbus
time.

Grand Haven Rail Road.

Taken Effect, Sunday, May
Coins North.
No. 4. No. 2.
p. tn.

a.

m.

9
8
7
7
5

12
11
11
11
10
10
9

05
45
88
OH
40
20
30

10
2)
55
00
55
5 23
3 5)

STATIONS.

Grins Scnth.
No. 3. No. 1.
5 45
6 45
6 50

Muskegon,
Ferrysbnrg,
Grand Haven,
Pigeon,
Holland,
Fillmore,
Allegan,

m.

8

10

10 (K)
10 10
11 45

p.

m.

2
3
3
4
4
4
5

50
35
40
(Ki

35
.*5

40

STE-A-MBO-A-T EXPRESS

Leaves Allegan, for the north, 6.25 p. m.
Holland. " " 7.25 “
••
Grand Haven, ** 8.20 “
>• Grand Haven, " south, 6.20 a. m.
Holland, " “ 7.25
Arrive at Allegan, "
“ 8

•*

••

This train arrives at Grand Rapids via L. S. A
M. S. at 10:00 a. m. and at Chicagotla L. S. A M.
S. at 4:20 p. m.
FRED. II. MAY, Manager.
B.

C.

Leavenworth,Oetil
CHAS.

now well. That is
why I say you do not know half the value
of Hop Hitters, and do not recommend
them highly enough.”— B., Rochester,
them, and they are

among

lUrotred, That the Marshal be directed to notify
the colonists according to tlie
the Chi. and West Mich. U. R. to take down the
sign and post, now at the crossing of Eighth street amount of the Investment of each. Then
I lEALD, K.K., Manufacturer of uud Dealerin
at tlie crossing of their track and place the same
il Agricultural Implements; commission agent
a village could be built at once, from
at llie side ol tlie mud. and further to lengthen
for Mowimt Machines1 cor. loth A River street.
crossing to the width of 40 feet, also to fill the ap- which avenues, lined with farms, might
proaches to tlie same, and that the siitnehe done
MAUEL8.
PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors N. Y.
within 10 (lavs from date of such notice on said radiate In all directions,and the church,
of Hugger Mitt*; Steam Saw and Flour
Mills.) near foot of hlh street.
If you want cauued goods, call at the R. U. Co , and further that if the said changes are the school-house,shops, etc., be erected
not to be made by the R. It. Co. within the time
City Bakery, where you can sec a larger specifiedthat tlie City Attorneybe directed to see al once. — SprinyJ'uidlie publican.
\ Y'lL.MS, P. 11. Manufacturerof Wooden, and
that
the said ehange he made.— Adopted.
---------Iron and Mood combination Pumps. Corvanely than anywhere else in the city.
lUtli and Kiver streets.
By Aid. Kramer,
Lippincott's Magazine.
Kasufaetsriei,Eillt, Shops, Etc.

VAN

1

(

-

VV

Bethany, Ontario.
feel it my duty to say

Notirr Putlics.

Gentlemen.— I
a
I)UST, HKNKY !>., Heal KsUte and Imurance
Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer ; Colfew
words
in regard to I he great bench l 1
ectlons made In Hollandand vicinity
have received from the use of one ol the
yAN SC11KLVKN, G., Justiceof the Peace,
Notary Public, Conveyancer, etc. Office, wonders of the world, that is, Dr. Thomas’
Van Landegend's
Eclectric Oil. I was one of the greatest

1

llmotced.That the City Attorneylie and i- hereby directedto continuethe revising tlie Ordinances.— Adopted.

GEO. H. SIPP,

.

Phyiicuni.

sutlerersfor about fifteen months with a

Physician and Surgeon,has made
llie disease of Hie Eye, Ear and Throat a
special study, overysel, Allegan Co., Mich, fi-ly

EST, U.

B.,

disease of

my

ear similar to Ulcers, caus-

Cit>j Clerk.

well-illustra-

ted paper on the lake region of F lorida,—

“Ekoniuli Scrub,”— which, lying out of

Block. _

I >

Lippincott’sMagazine for September
opens with an agreeable and

Council adjourned.

Northern Pacific News.
The weather and temperaturealong the
line of the

Northern Pacific Railroad for

the line of ordinary travel, is but

known, though its

little

natural features and

and inThe concluding paper of A.
Siegfried’s “Canoeing on the High

scattered settlements are curious
teresting.

ing entire deafness. I tried everything a month past has been nil that could be
11.
and Surgeon; that could be done through medical skill, desired for the maturity o( the wheat crop.
JlJ office at residence, on eighth street, near hut wilhout relief. As a last resort, I tried Mr. Dalrymple, the manager of the great Mississippi” dcsciibes the return voyage.
CUi. A M. L. S. R. H. crossing.
“A Villeggiatura in Asisl,” by the author
the Eclectric Oil, and in ten minutes farm known by his name, estimates that
OCHOUTEN, R. A., Puystcian and Surgeon; found relief, I continuedusing it, and in a his wheat yield will be from two to two of Signor Honaldini's Meet, is a charmingoffice al the First W ard Grug Store, Eighth
ly written account of a summer passed in
Street.
short time my ear was cured and hearing and a half bushels per acre more than it
a quaint Italian town, the resort of pil^CllOUTEN,F. J., Physician and Aceoucher, completelyrestored.
was last year and the year before. EveryOffice at Dr. Schoulen’sdrug store, Eighth
glims from every quarter, and the scene
I have used this wonderful healer suc- where on the line of the road the crop is
street.
4u ly.
of some of the most striking ceremonies
YJ ANTING, A. G., Physician and Surgeon; cessfully in cases of inflammation ol the wonderfullypromising. In the particular
31 office al GraafrchapVillage,Allegan county, lungs, sore throat, coughs and colds, cuts district on which millers principally rely and religious practices which have de26- ly.
Mich. Officehours irotn ft) to U a. m.
scended from mediaeval time. “Newaud bruises, etc.; In fact il is our family for “No. 1 Minnesota spring,” the Superport a Hundred Years Ago,” by Frances
Ph«jpapher.
intendent of the road estimates that the
medicine.
Pierrepont North, is an article which culls
I I IGG1NS, B. P. the leading Photographer.
GulYours truly, Mrs. W. J. Lame
yield will exceed that of lust year by more
II lery opposite this office.
up vividly the period when this chief
Sold by I). R. Meengs, Holland, Mich. than 50 per cent.
Salllen.
among American watering-places was ocOf the fleet of twelve ships despatched
rAUPELL, H., Manufacturer ol and dealer m
cupied
by a French army and licet sent to
If the people knew what an amount of
last winter around Cape Horn with maleaid the cause of American independence
Eighth street.
labor they could save in washing and
rial for Ihe Pt-nd'OrcllleD.vIsIod, Hie 4th, and wa5 CVCM raore gHy
brm|ttnl

I EDEBOER,F.S.,City Physician

30, 1880.

u.

V

_

O
O

_

V

Tstaeci and Cigars.

Freight Agent.

J. OTIS, Agrxt.
Holland. Mich.
Close connectionsmade at Allegan with G. It. A
I. R. It. and L. S. A M. S. for Plainweil,Kalamazoo Ft. Wayne. Cleveland, and points east.

'PE ROLLER.

1

G. J., General dealer in Tobacco,
Cigars, Suuil, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.

house cleaning by using Coaliue they
would all rush to try it. For sale at Van
Pullen’s Drug

store.

13-tf

^

5th,

Oth and 7th in the order of sailing
it is

crossed tlie bur of the

Columbia river on

Aug. 8 and 9. These four vessels carried

Watchei and Jewelry.

al the present day.

France,”the

first

“Horse Racing in

of two papers by L. Le-

jeune, in full of details that show a famili-

5,887 tons of rails and fastenings,besides

I USLIN A BUKYMAN, Watchmakers, Jewelers,
The hnest silks and Latins for trimmings locomotives and shop machinery.The arity with the subject in all its relations.
Tickets to all the principal cities in the West,
and dealers in Fancy Goods; Corner of Maraud other fancy trimmings,can now be rails will lay sixty-seven miles of road. Hie fifth chaptei of “Studies in the
ket and Eiithih Street.
South, and East at popular prices.
Slums,” by Helen Campbell, treats of
found at the cheap cash store of
Altogether 12,500 tons of rails shipped for
“Diet and its Doings.” “Short Studies in
E. J. HARRINGTON.
this division, and sufficient to iron 142
gircctorij.
the Picturesque,” by William Sloane Kenmiles of track, have reached Portland,
nedy, exhibits a close observationof the
One of the finest aud largest stocks of
I. 0. Of 0- F.
and partly been sent up the Columbia
Attorney!.
choice but characteristicfeaturesof Ameriladies
and
gents’
boots,
and
gaiters,
can
Holland City Lodge, No. 192, IndependentOrder
River.
can scenery. The continuation of “Adam
JJOWARD, M. D., Claim Agent, Attorneyand of Odd Fellows, holds its regular meetings at Odd always be found at the large store of II.
Fellow’s
Uftllt Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening
The Secretary of the Northern Pacific
Notary Public; River street.
and Eve,” several short stories and poems,
C. Akely & Co., at Grand Haven. 17— tf.
of each week
Company, who traveled on horseback in
Visiting brothers are cordially nvited
\fC BRIDE, P. FL, Attorneyand Counselor at
the “Monthly Gossip,”which is unusually
John Hummel, N. O.
1809 over the proposed route of the Pend’
111 Law, and Proctor In Admiralty.No. 11
Will H. Rooehs, R. 8.
full, and the “Literature of the Day” comA Free Book oi nearly 100 large octavo
River street.
Oreille division, has always maintained
plete the nummer.
pages for the sick. Full of valuable
T3ARKS, W. H. Attorney and Councelorat Law,
~f7 & A. Jtt.
that the soil of eastern Washington Terricorner of River and Eighth streets.
notes—
by
Dr.
E.
B.
Foote,—
on
Scrofula;
A Reuular Communicationof Unity Lodmf.,
tory was infinitely superiorto that of the
A Detroit physicianasserts that for a
191, F. & A. M.. will he held at Masonic Hal). Diseases of the Breathing Organs; DisrpEN EYCK, J., Attorneyat Law and Collecting No.
Holland,Mich., on Wednesday evening, August
Red
River
Valley
for
the
production
of hot weather drink nothing equals butterAgent. Officein Kenyon A Van Puttcn's bank 18, atTo’clock,sharp.
eases of Men; Diseases of Women; Aches
Eighth street.
wheat. The General Superintendent of milk. It is he says, “both drink and food,
Otto Breyman, W. M.
and Pains; Heart Troubles; and a great
W. H. Josun, Stc'y.
the N. P. Pacific divisions writes recently and for the laborer is the best known. It
Barter!.
variety of Chronic Diseases, with evidence
to the New York office of the country supports the system, and even in fever will
that in most cases these diseases are curT'\E GROOT, L. barber. Hair cutting, shaving,
traversed by the Pend’ Oreille division: cool the stomach admirably. It is also a
\J sharapooning, hair-dyeing, etc., done at rea
able. Sent for three cent stamp. Address
Successor
to
“It must be seen to he appreciated. If it most valuabledomestic remedy. It will
sonable rates. Barber shop next door to the City

gujittW

i

.

1

1

H.

VAN DER WEYDEN,

Hotel.

P.

CsmalnioaMerchant.

OTTE &

MURRAY

CO.

6-6m

HILL PUB. CO.,

No. 129 E. 28th

St.,

N. Y.

'

FOE CIGARS
22 South Division Street,

Bentlit.

Any kind of Men’s and Boy’s Clothing
cut and made to order accordingto the
latest styles.

GRAND RAPIDS. MICH.

We

goods. Call and

have some very

fine

see us at

BRUSSE'S CLOTHING HOUSE,
rtEE,

D. M., Dental Surgeon; residenceand
office No. 42 Ninth street,next door to the
First Reformed Ohnrch.

U

Coaline is a

new

liquid, cheap, but very

useful for all purposesof cleaning.

13-tf

and more quickly
communication, it would be occupied than any other remedy known. Dy^ntery
by settlersmore rapidly than was Kansas is really a constipation,and is the opposite

rail

Manufacturersand Jobbersof

ThEACH BRO'8, CommissionMerchanU, and
13 dealers In Grain. Flour and Produce. HighBrick
est market price paid for wheat. Office in nnca
atore cor. Eighth Jfc Hsh streets, Holland, Mich. 17

could be reached from the East by direct curs dysenteryas well

Main

St., Zeeland,

Once

or any olher Western State. The time

is
of diarrhea. It is inflammation of the
not distant when this region will be bowels with congestion of the ‘portalcirknown as the grain producing region of culation’— the circulationof blood through

this continent. The most of it is belter the bowels
than the best of the famous Walla Walla

Mich. Valley.”

and liver. It is a disease althe summer and autumn.

ways prevalent in

From

considerable observation1 feel war-

The July earnings of all the Northern ranted in saying that buttermilk, drunk
HoskeopathicRemedies.— Fifteen cent
you have tried it you will be convinced of
Dragt and Medicinal.
Pacific
divisions were $235,248,an in- moderately, will cure every case of it—
its power to clean. Go to Van Putten's vials, and McCormack Bros. Family Guide
TY>ESBURG,J.Om Dealerin Drugs and Medl- Drug store, the only place in the city where Chart, for sale at D. R. Meeng’s Holland, crease over the earnings for the same certainly when taken in the early stages.”
X.J cines, Paints and Oils, Brushes.4c. Pby—ScientificAmerican.
month last year of $43,009.
27-4w
you can buy it, aud give it a trial. 13-tf

aician'sprescriptlonscarefully put up: Eighth st.

Mich.

\

s

including Mr. Chan. H. Tliorm*, who is uu- Governor, F. M. Halloway,Hillsdale ; Lieuwime locality there was nothing but a
cqualed m his character in this play.
tenant Governor, E. H. Thompson.Genesee ;
«lark lino of earth found of one, and a
Attorney
General,
Henry
P.
Henderson
;
Henry Hartwell, of Bunker Hill,
Treasurer, I. M. Aleston; Auditor General, few partiallydecayed bones of the other.
’111., killed his wife with a shot-gun,and ended
Richard Moore, Clinton ; Commissionerof — Utica (N. Y.) Observer,
Ins own wretched career by cuttinghis throat. the Land Office, James I. David, Wayne :
— Tremaine, an East St. Louis saloon- Superintendentof Public Instruction.Z.
keeper, shot and killed Horace B. Vail, a drunk- Truesdale, Oakland; Member of the State
Butler’s Home by the Sea.
Board of Education,Albert Crane, Washtenaw.
en customer,who assaulted him.
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Wh*t It Did for an Old Lady.
m,M.kl- F(,rl3 b.y twenty-eight
Coshocton Station, N. Yr., >
° spacious proportions,polished
December 28, 1878. )
tloor, furniture elegant in its comforts,
warehouses, tenements, freight cars, an old
public
debt,
have
nominated
Judge
Wright,
with
articles
or
bric-u-bruc
at every turn'
Gents—
A
number
of people had been
skating rink, and much other projicrty.The
using your Bitters here, and with
loss is estimated at $200,000.
IMd If!n SUF "wS”onat0nl
i“ Ulu 01111 ™mot Imt lu-lp f,,.linK tlmt onu
r(H>m so inviting is all that is needed. marked effect. In fact, one case, a lady
THE SOUTH.
“You will tint! tlmt my nieceis very sue- of over seventy years, had been sick for
years, and for the past ten years I have
The census returns of Arkansas, eomThe report of the foundering of the 1 (VSS,'ul. in, tl“, ‘’'iltivutionof tl.e‘ivy,” known her she has not been able to be
pit tc less nine small districts,four of which are
British steamer Jeddah, in the Bed sea, with !
^ 1'?St lll8 K^hs enter the
nround hair the time. About six
estimated, show the population of the State to
got so feeble she was
lu i 1.000 pilgrims on board, is unfounded....Seven tbTn.l' <1* t" J*,!1****1*’ ’1<' 'V) 1S,- e *1!>! months
pionttiS ago she g
The fi.m revision wil in- ,
lung that a tnu ts one s attention, and helpless.
helpless. Her
Her old
old remedies, or phy‘‘rea-e the mimber slightly ..... I nofi.e al
1 1
"J'n d t-> a ]u. )s n]I a(.uU. one that is not “ taken in” sieians, being of m
sicians, being of no avail, I sent to Dereturns give South ( arohna a l>opnla- ,
’ 1 ,
, tl", Mull1a,,I,1 1,1 at the first glance. Starting from a vise
forty-live
a bottle
t:ou 01
of 953,410,
of ituou-i
247.HU4 Bincc
since irwu.
l*7o ____. j England,
between
Leeds and i.iwuunn-i
Lancaster..
u.ime a \.im posit,
wuii
'.F.M.iie,a gain
giiuiiu
..........
........ ........
---- tl, ,
*1
r
r,... miles,
— V and
— . got
”
A band of Indiansrecently attacked the mail- b'^putelies from various point.- in Ireland iudi- 1 , n<)l,1»,,u‘ lvy— a piec*1 of fresco J>t biop Bitters. It had such a very
coach on the road between El Paso and Davis, <'»te that
rebelliousmovement of work— runs up the ceiling ami across the beneficial effect n her that one bottle
Tex.. and took poocstuon of all the som. magnitude is
progress.... Greece corners of tin* window frame where improved her so she was ah e to dress
mail matter and the stock. In the fight the is actively preparing for war with Turkey. leaves molded ot>ipirr nnudir are intro- ',.rrrself»nd walk about flic house.
mail driver and three men were killed. The
3Itss Adelaide Nkilson, the aeeom- ' dueed mul so joined to the painting
, *ien sbe bad taken the second bottle
route is infested with the redskins, and troops
plished actress, who nctntiy aiuiouiieedher to heighten the perspective and add to! 8nt‘ was able to take care of her own
have been ordered forward to protect passengers.
retirementfr. m the stage, and sailed for Eu- : t,,,‘ deception.So delicate is the
k °flt }? }lQT noikrbhpr,s,

deaths alreadynumber fifteen at tins writing,

Bain

No medicine introducedto the public
has ever met with the success accorded

Gen. Butler’s seaside home, on Cape

i

others are expected to die. The
following descriptionof the scene at the
time of the collision is telegraphed from
Atlantic City: “Of the persons on the
rear platform of the first train some jump.ed
to the ground and then rushed panie-strick
CR
back into the cars. The locomotive cumi
bounding on and crashed into the rear car.
still standing iqH.n the bridge, and with such
force that the engine fairly plowed a furrow
half wav into the car. ami liftingthe roof of
the car over the smoke-stack. The shook brokt
one of the cylindersof the boiler, and instantly scalding water was poured upon the
affrighted and helpless occupants of the car.

The Great**! Cnretlre Saeeeas of the Aga
—A Voice from the Teople.

U) Hop Bitters. It stands to-day the
best known curative article in the
Germain H. Mason. Hiram B. Beck,
Ul®«lo8a“t
Jerome Eddy, Wildman Mills. William
cottage and stables, and through world. Its marvelous renown is not
Marsh, James Dempsey — The NationalCon- “ is a driveway. On the lawn is a tele- due
t to the advertising it *has
i received.
------ventiou of the Libenll League will be scope, mounted on a pedestal Imvimr a 1 11 19 famoU9 by wason of its inherent

sion will now be vigorouslypushed ____ An exexcursion train accident near
plosion occurredin the Yaeger mills, St. Louis,
There are two Democratic candidatesfor GovAtlantic City turns out to have been a more and in an instant the entire building was in
enior of Tennessee.The regular DeiiKHTatie
serious affairthan first reports indicated. The flames. The fire spread rapidly, destroying Convention,which favors the payment of the ,

The

and

THfc

I

S ,»h T
die....
SSn
XmJZTm

One section of an excursiontrain re- ing expelledfrom a Kansas City saloon,
went to sleep in an ice-house’ near a
turningfrom Atlantic City to New York ran inbutcher’s «L.p.
slap. While
uutcoer'd
w.uie there
.lm, he
no »a. »,
to the rear end of another section, killing two terriblveaten bv rats that be will
persons and injuring twenty-live— Burglars Th,
Milwniikee ,ud St. P.ul iud™d I
blew open a safe at Clark ville. Bergen eounty.
N. J.. and took therefrom railroad securities I Sioux Indians for ninuing its line through their

'

ArchibaJd McDonnell, Bay

!Z ^
loss is estimatedat $1.000,- 1 ^n,

^

u, rccond tin* wij, .
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Eureka Nov him

Tiie town of

WONDERFUL POPULARITY OF
RENOWNED MEDICINE.
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as

the windows of the car were down. ami. the
steam filling it instantly, added to the horror
of the occasion and sufferingof the victims.
From out of the concealingvapor came thshrieks of women, wails of children,and yells
t'eet.listniieeone eun hardly
Mail Contractor Adams, of Little rope. dh-d suddenly the other day at the Conti- J1"1.1 at
of men. The people on the first train ran h*U
i" Piin«. •• .Twenty-one
u‘ 'Hie us not real. From the
Bock, has telegraphedthe Washington authoriuuthori ; !l,
mcll from the cars or jumped through the winhave ju-t been tried by court-martialand con- dinw lllg-rooinit is but a stei) to the* dilidows, and it was sometime before they became ties for protection on the mail route Is twcen
victed at Kef, Bussia. for political offenses, ilig-room, when* there is also some elesufficientlycomjM)sed to make earnest efforts Fort Davis. 1 ex., and El I’aso. Indians are
I wo wen* sentenced ti> death, three to t weiitv
gant fresco work, includinga stag’s head,
to rescue the injured and relieve their suffer- making things hot in that region,
vein s’ imprisonment,and sixteen to hard labor
ings."
Ex-Gov. Herschel V. Johnson, who f"r terms varying from ten t > tif pen years. the antlers ot which is another illusA passes'! ier train cnine into collision ran on the Democratic ticket with Stephen A. • f - B* ’^hitn.ns denoiincing the British flouse tration ot the power of perspective.
Tl , . , ....
Lord- and the Irish Land laws were Much of the work is tin* art of the Genwith a freight tram on the Pittsburghand Fort Douglas in IsOO. las just died at his residence adopted by an immense Ho ne-Bule me-timr
eral's daughter, Blanche,
Mrs.
Wayne railroad, near Freedom, Pa. Sevcial in Jeffei-son county. Ga.. aged GH years
in (dasgow. Scotland ..... Bulenria and BouAmes, wile of the cx-Senator.
cars were badly smashed, and many passengers While the parade of Coup's circus was taking mania are at loggerhemls, and Hussia is con,.v.^ seriously
...........
..... ...............
............
wire
wounded
____ Two freight
trains place m Winchester,Ya.. the other day, the Ceiitratingtroops at a strategic ]x>int in view of
came in collisionnear Coopr*rstown.N. Y.. and beejHT of tiie cage of hyenas was pounced upon an impendingcrisis ..... Burglars stole $«0.()(H)
the firemen of both engines were killedand two and torn to pieces by his infuriated and treach- "01th of jewelry and plate from tin* residence A Case of Interest to Sportfug Men.
erous pi t 8.
other train men seriously
irons
of the Earl of Eldon, near Wareham. England.
Frank E. Shaw, a pool-s dler
GENERAL.
K. E. Parkh. kst, 11 youug l.uvy. r
, sr'stoS'BSth1?1>aU'l,“'m‘'''na'',U
lll'atl1 travels about tin* circuit, commenced
Bath, N. Y.. shot and killed Fannie Howell,tin
Tkf. soMieiV reunion nt Columbus, THF.'uZuionh.Kuinst «u
Plm 6.nrt «Kmi,st

work
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pits.
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big affair, the attnid-
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t..M to luve I-KVIU', the wpwtter roccnliv

Mrs. Lillie Mateer,

of Lanenster,

Fa., waa walking with a voiing g« ntleiiian. wlieii

1

and
____ On the night of
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FlVm'l“
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Gm't'rnmont

mtaAKm

lured in I, slum Terrimrv nud l.eld a prisoner f
""en,>’ll,«t0 TOn,roi *>* D'’
liv t)u. nnlitarynutburitusin Kansas, turned Lt'8MT'< l,aiial and is willing and desir-

of

over to tin* Mar-hat of the Western District

,’,|stliat
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‘
and .
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W

l0a,"d It
1>W» to Bee ,S soon as he
joo
. te,vd the sanctum tlmt he was mad ", ll int,‘r,*Kt ab •''porting men.—
to 'Rvalue of 61,420,000
8om(,tl,iu V,.rv lik„lv ,|js n,im,
Hr raid.
Idaho are said to Ik* restless and ugly, hut the «hipjH*d to New \ork at London on the 17th * had been mentioned in tin* pnavedings
season is so far advanced that active hostilities
inst. II i« estimatedthat the amount of gold of the Recorder’sCourt in connection
Paper Rags— Advance in Price.
are not looked for this year ____ Two sons of ('.
that will he imported between n..w and the
H. Nason and a son of H. (’. Manning. ..f close of the year wi.l he SgS.iKXl.t 0 ____ Steam with the charge of inebriation. He was
In the Chicago market the price of i*oinmo:i
laboring under intense mental excite- print rags has advanced since July 1. G.,7./ o n's
Chillicothe.Mo., were drowned at that place
ships leaving Liverpool and other Euroj>ean
while bathing.
ports for New York are crowded with returning ment. It was some time before he could p r KM) pounds. Country-mixed rags are held
control himself enough to speak.
Charles H. Tardy, Presidentof tin* American tourists.
linn at $2.1.5p<*r KKi, being an increaseof oi,«“ I— have — come — to — see — about
Colored Belief Board, in St. Louis, has advices
The Triennial Conclave of Knights
half a cent per pound nlovi* the price asked
hat 10.000 negroeswill emigrate from M >ri, Templar attracted an immense number of this— Recorder’s— Court— business,” lie
thirty days ago. I ho cause of this upward
sippi and Louisiana within tin* next two strangers to Chicago,and the festivitiespassed
in •' .......
"
rioi'rnhl'o.q.Km,
f turn
1,1111i:i ,l"' raK R^rk. t is nrmcipaliyattnbuied
montlis — The work of revising the census n It s the rub to ]»ublish the names of t.. the scarcity of stock, which is tin* result ..f a
off with much eclat. More than a quarter of a
turns of St. Louis, under tin* Mi|>erintendenr<
all those who get drunk and are fined, thorough scouringof nil sections of theeounOf Special Agent Sawvcr and a corps'of
‘ "!tP"7<o ,1"‘
,I,f1radeof Can't make any exception in vour ease ” i tr.v *’.v raK gatherers since* the boom in prices
enumerators sent
Bent •...it
• ]h'-/,rG<t8Enough whichthepr.H
out from Wa-hn-'f
0111,1M. ofBsion inovid were packed, and thousands
“That’s not’ what I’m complaining of. ‘ '"'.f1''! ,,:'a1rl;v " v;ar ah,,1l*
finiBhed. and
Most of

Gnrn
Oou,

Oregon and

the Indians in

non
«as

V..I110

tr. tho

CMaml
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A* flukliaml'*Tmtlmony,

My

wife was troubled for years with
blotches, me tb patches and pimples on
ner face, which nearly annoyed the life
out of her. She spent many dollars on
the thousand infallible (?) cures, with
nothing but injurious 'fleets. A lady
friend, of Syracuse,N. Y., who hnd had .
similar experience and had been cured*
with Hop Bitters, induced her to try it.
One bottle has made her face as smooth,
fair and soft as a child’s and given her
such health that it seems almost a
miracle.
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;if

yr. a KMa
1:1,1 Clnyago.excessively
,A,,.SMV,|V warm,
wanil and
,n(l many
ni;m; of the Knights ,K‘ai d1,l,»k: l,ut .vou L,nt m.v 11‘dials fadurers .hrlare that tli. y cannot make nan.
pap r
The celebrateddyer- ^t. Julien and Maud
I am going to run for a city at presentprices any longer. That there will
w.-re prostrated by the heat. The column was
S. trottedagainst time at Bochester and each
seven miles in length, and containeda hundred oiliee,and I wanted to use that issue of soon be a general advance in the price of paper
covered a mile m the extraordinaryshort space
bands of music and about fifteen thousand Sir tin* .Yf irs as a campaign document. It is very evident, if the uiaiiiifactureof it i- in
of two minutes eleven and throe-ijiiarter
Knights. Sixty thou-and peonle attended the would have made tin* popular with the any way affected by the price of rags.
(mils. lK*iug one second less than the fastest
gnat
ball at the Ex|>osition building.
previously recorded time.
boys, and here you go and get
.1

—
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wrong.

^
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my name

WASHINGTON.

A LETTER to the Dos Moines AVr/uf. ,*.
from a resiKuisiblecitizen of Iowa— Mr. S. A.
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Toledo.
Wheat— No,

1

.

the Iwidy had not passed into corruption,
DETROIT.
being nearly perfectly petritled and as Flour— Choice .................
W hkat— No. 1 White ............
“ white ns ctialk,” os tlie men said. The
Corn— No, 1 ......................
the
Oats— Mixed ..................... [
to
Baulky (per cental) ............
1
Pork— Mess ...............
15
side it. The body was so heavy as to

to the great success of “ Tlie remainder of tlio ticket and an electoral ticket require five or six men to removed, and,
False Friend" at Haverly’s Chicago Theater !vurt' u"inII,at<*d,ami the convention ad- in doing so, the head was broken oft!
last week, it is continued for another week at :°Wr^fd.' i? be Green backers t»f Michigan have The slippers on the feet when rirst seen
least, 'i'h is
! uonunated Baud Woodman for Governor.

,w.u,..f..i

!

lxSfu!

S

^

o]

'

»

thi^.’Jr ^l<>0rt,t‘H’a,,(l Mat‘‘ ( onvt!ll,on at I)f'tr°iL Aug. 12. and
company, • placed in nominationthe following ticket
:

I
j
1

IX

White ..............
- 1 00 (S 1 03
No. 2 Red ............... ilfi (ft 97
Corn— No. 2 ...................... 40
41
Oath— No. 2 .....................

workmen,

Oming

W

.

^

utter surprise of the

.
.

...

nom-

the

Wheat— No,

.'

&

2

42

30
25
50

9S
43
(a 32
et 1 75
(a!5 75

(4

@

92
37 («4
50

(«'

03
38

ssuaRiifttvassi

i> A.
Best. ................ ..... 4

75
4 00
£ulr .....................
the dress were
wore apparently
imunrontlv unchanged.
n,„.l.n„^,i
Common ..................
3 00
Hoo* ..............................
4 CO
On opening the
Sheep ............. ............
3 50
i
'

Trials

Dr. C. E. Shoemaker, the well-known aural
surgeon of Beading.Pa., offers to send by moil,
free of charge, a valuable little book on deafness
and diseases of the ear— especiallyou running
ear and catarrh, and their proper treatment— I**
giving referencesand testimonialsthat will
satisfythe most skeptical Address as above.
Veoetise is acknowledged by all classes of
people to be the best and most reliable blood
purifierin the world.
Grr Lyon’s Patent Heel Stiffeners applied to
new boots before you nm them over.

those

1C 00

EAST LIBERTY,

Cattle

J

Co., fflartliall, ffllch.,

Will send their Electro-Voltaic Belts to the afflicted upon thirty days’ trial. 8ee their advertisement in this paper, headed, “On Thirty
Days’
*

97 (ft

INDIANAPOLIS.

Red ...............
Corn ...........................
Oath ....................
Pork— Clear .................. 15

appeared perfect, but, in a moment,

The Voltaic Belt

(2

97
Cohn .........................
89 (at 40
Oath ............................
29 (ft 30
Ryk ............................. 73
74
I'o UK— Mess ......................
.15 00 (a, 15 25
Lard .............................

..

the

Are Yon Not In Good Health?

CINCINNATI.
Wheat ..........................
. 93

Yomig fired .he first shot wl^n yomi Kall«i?i
T ,P
I
hul*V
^611 in;MHa*miat4*dhim. has been sen tcnced to fourteen
AHEWeorgla DemocraticConvention closed m a burnd-ense, zinc and a box,
ia ^. California penitentiaryfor j>er- balloted a week in a vain effort to effect a
were found partially destroyed; but,
to

28, 1879.

better hail is tirmly impressed
with the idea that your Hon Ritters is
the essential thing to make life happy.
She has used several bottles, and I
would like to have you send me a dozen
at lowest price.
B. Pope. Secretary
Piain Dealer Co.

the Liver w the source of your trouble, yon
can find an absoluteremedy in Dr. Sanford's
Liver Invioorator,the only vegetable cathartic
which acts directly on the Liver. Cures all
Bilious diseases. For Book address Db. Sanford, 162 Broadway, New York.

mul

8

Cleveland. 0.. Oct.

My

If

......

8*nce

°

.

A Lady, Augusta, Me.

.

1

owner and dealer in wool, nas made an assign- ' no»»nated Gov. 0. 31. Boberts for re-electionie(* tkcre» 4)Ut< of them ninety years ago.
ment for the benefit of his creditors.His as- ! on the first ballot. .. .the Bopublicaiw of r<mk),1«
K1’ftV(*8were opened
sets oinonnt to about ?25().()(M).hut the liabili- ! necticut have nominated3Iavor Bigelow
°riler to reinter the bodies in the
z. 1". La.,K'r?t dt:ftl ,uoro t,,n.u that figure.
. | New Havi n. for Governor,and WilliamH. Hulk- 1 cometen'. On renehi
.
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i
number

i

stay at

Excruciating; I'uin,
Edwin F i com a n, of Norton, Masa., says: “I
have Buffered the most excruciating pain in my
kidneysfor Years, and physiciansor medicine
could not relieve me, until about three years
since I commenced taking Hunt’s Itemedy.I
purchased v bottle at Blanding’s drug store, in
Providence,and 1 took the first dose there, and
after using one Little I was free from nil pain ;
and, althoughthis was three years ago, I have seen
no trace of disease and have not had to take any
medicine since. I believe Hunt’s Remedy to bo
the best Kidney and Liver medicine ever known,
and I cheerfully recommend it to nil sufferers
from this disease." Trial size, 75 cents.

so

!

own

it not. I returned discouraged and disheartened, and was restored to real
youthful health and spirits with less
than two bottlesof Hop Bitters. I hope
others may profit by my experienceand

‘

50 (.. 4
40 'n
no h 4

*2

know I am

H.

over Europe and other

foreign countries at a cost of thousands
of dollars in search of health and found

Springfield, 111., Sept. 3, 1879.
Gents— I have been taking your Hop
Bitters and received great help from
them. I will give you my name as one
of the cured sufferers Ymirs,
Mrs. Mary F. Starr.

i”.

5

an
(HI si 5 *J5
:< ao (< <i oo
“"r 'XEx.. 4 25 (n. 5 HO
(iood to Choice Spring
" hkat— No. 2 Spring .............. s*i
00
a Spring .............7o m. so
MinncniKilis,Minn., Charles
1U1 fli,‘; "ould
duly qualified.”— coax— No.No.2 .......................
in;
a.
as
condition of the cotton crop as compared with (jalventon News.
Oath— N.,
<u
Richmond, an ex-railroad conductor,who has
July. The present average condition for the
*
Rye— No. 2. ......................
.. fit) (<u 71)
been separatedfrom his wife for some time, whole country is 102. The general average of
Baulky— No. 2 ..............
.. 74 (n> 75
Hi'ttki:—Choice Creamery ....... .. 24 («, 2<i
shot her twice with a double-barreled shotgun in the com crop on Aug. 1 was 118, against
_v IVlrifled Bodv
1 Kook— I'rei-h ....................
12
* *
the yard of tjie house where thev lived and Julyl. fhe conditionof the spring wheat
I’ouk— Mew) ..............
..1C 50 (alC 75
immediatelyafter took his own lift* bv blowing MS. against 31 last year. California and Oregon
Lakh ........................ ’
7jy
8
out his
brains with
revolver .. report the highest condition since several years, i was sunk in one of the Alabama rivers
MILWAUKEE.’
tobacco shows a gen. rul average for the who’e
111
Wheat— No. .......
On the Lake Erie ,V Western railroad, near
...
f
eonntrv ..f
aI1,f 11
of her passengers were
No. 2. ..................
.. 89 (a, 90
fayette. Ind.. Uie truck beneath the
ntr-v of
Corn— No. 2 ..................... (17 ;* 88
lost.
board
were several oers
became detached,and the ear was thrown from
Secret ah
Oats— No. 2 ................. .. 24 (4 25
the track
track while
whih the train was running at the i offer of the United s„o.
the
,u
, >
01 ^‘rslmw county, South Ryk— No. ......................
.. «9 (a, 70
rate of twenty-three miles an hour.
tclietween ^ Carohna — two of them belonging toCum- \ Baulky— No. 2 .............
.. 72 (4 73
8T. LORIS.
A brains was fatallyinjured, and seven others ,
1
Kra’ 111 c<'n,a'cti""with England, den, a ladv and gentlemanwhose bodies
I Wheat— No. 2 Red ..........
.
recovere/
forwarded here. | Cohn— Mixed ............
Thomas McGraw, of Detroit,
That of the lady was interred in the 1 Oath— No. 2 .................
..........................
dent of the Globe Tobacco Company and
family burial-ground,just outside of the 1 Ryk
Pork— Mess ......................
.15 75 (a, 1C 00
Michigan Savings Bank, and a large real-estate
T'*xa8 Democratic Convention f0WI1* Two other bodies had been bur- Laud .....................

the

L«t!y'« Experience.

I traveled all

............................
js no a in y.

uadmU-Bl
^ J [l g
whom '““T*'""- ......................
, « - .»
i1* ”

ir.o'l'S tlli'ir
r1” .t
'i‘0a]
'*? «* vot.-rB tlmt I wbb the mm.
t» the hut, ,nd failed upon to r«|it.,rf th
**• ,8** PriT»ml hy Uie Ireamin- De- six ])oliccmentook three-qunrters of
“shoot and k*
and that the four bodies
sh-.ws that the net imports of gold * hour to take to the lock-tip,a
were buried at the comer of the four eounti. s !° ,lu‘ 1 Illted States amounted to $77,153.31. a of onlv 150 yards I’ve l»een slnndero,!
of Laktte. Wilson.Neosho and Montgon.erv.lftrb't'r«Hm than, any hitl.ert<» n*|K,rted.
aln ’
flu. . , ,
A cotTcsjfondent of the Chicago Tones at Os- ' '^'ris of silver exceeded the imiiorts, but a 1,1 " 1 ain 11 ^ l,ut 'l* t(»k tin. jillblic
wego. Kan., who claims to hav- lioeu in at
figures are not
my true light 111 bring suit for damdeath of the Benders,tells substantially
RETURNS to the Department of
That K wh.nt 1 6ot (lr,Uik for,
same
' '
• i'***1***'-**1 Wl "H11* j
in the iiaiier
I to
to get mv imine
name in
naner so peoph*
oennh.
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Fnthmlnwiic Iniloraeinent
H., July 14, 1679.
Gents—
Whoever
you are, I don’t
now
know; but I thank the Lord and feel
grateful to you to know that in this
world of adulteratedmedicines there is
one compound that proves and does all
if advertises to do, and more. Four
I had a slight shock of palsy,
which unnerved me to such nn extent
that the least excitement would make
'D'sepli l ilell, tin* owner of Sleepy me shake like the ague. Last May I
was induced to try Hop Bitters. I used
To“.
l„ Ik- },* one bottle, but did not see any change;
pools purelmsed
....................
for thedefeinlaiit
.....1 on tin*
2:2J race in Grand Kupids on the 'M ot another did so change my nerves that
July. The <Wemlui.tR l,ueke,l Ken- they are now as steady as they ever
were. It used to take both hands to
tneky Wilkes aguinst the fteM,
write, but now my good right hand
“Uiug as favorite. Wilkes won oii’e wriUs this. Now, il you continue to
heat, when the judges suspected
_____ as ..............
manufacture
honest and good „M
an
the DH’e "as not being trotted squarely, articleas you do, you will accumulate
and ordered Lucy’s jockey to driveller gh honest fortune, and confer the greatfor all she was worth. The threat to ex- e9f blessing on your fellow-men that
,K.l th,. joekev luul its etleet mid I n.-v Was ever conferred on mankind

""rk should go on under the ausshe was fata'ly burned
Arkansas for trial at Fort Smith — Sir
bl'' t n'L‘d States. De liesseps is
Aug. 1(1 there was a heavy frost in the north- Macdonald, the Dominion Premier,has com- ""rking with his usual energy,and will simhi
ern portion of New York, and at Stamford, puted arrangements with a great syudi.-ate p, place (. i.( HI, iioi! francs worth of shan-s in the
Delaware county, thin ice formed. In Lmdon for the completion and operation of L.ndi.n New D.rk Paris and Frankfort mar- V(M.
'.i .
Ulster county there was
light snow- the Canada Paiiticrailway. The news was re- kets. . .A dispatchfrom I nns states that
• UHillJi.ul Hot paid toi
lorm. The growing corn and buckwheat eeived at Montreal with many demonstration- neutralizationof th** Panama canal under his p<Kus, and, when a demand was made
crojm are rejsirtedsomewhat injured of jov, and stocks went up several jHiints. the guardiunshipof the l nited States has lieen for the nioiicv, refused on the ground
The engineerof one of the excursion trains
Robert
jcwiler of S’ m
which collided with such fatal effectsat May >\ likes,
Landing. N. J.. has confessedthe cause of the Toronto. Canada, his daughter Florence, aged left Liverfsiol forthe UnitedStateHinthcmontli <> , 1,0'' ! l(' ra<t *h 'a'°f
that the order of the judges eomaccident totho Coroner's jury. He says that on 15. and son Bertie, ag* 11. were drowned the of J,ll-V- There was an increase in the total
the day of the catastrophehe undertook,for other day. Florence and Bertie were bathing
^
aa’atb
5*w0 la’lbh^>hw t«, win had lost the pools
the first time, to use the automaticbrakes. He and the boy getting out beyond his depth,
| f »r him. Hr admitted his complicity
Had never had any ex|>erienee with them, and fatlier, who was in a b«.at. jumped out to
1,1 ^u* attempted fraud, and urged its
as a result the brakes would not work at the
him. The daughter al-o went t-. the rescue
tailure to curry us ground exempting
critical moment.
all vyoredrowmd.... The Grand 'Trunk freight rJcNjents of Popularity in
him from paving the pool-seller.Tin
a spark from his cigar set tire to her dress,

alsolmlTdeH^H

;i exclusive
,"I

town. Pnrkhurst then committed suicide. The
I,,,* estimated at f-UNtt.
.....
TrtL'T .......
murderer and his victim were married four w. re .............
(ielivin d by
..................
Presuieiit Hayes,
w., Gens.
......Slu
.....
r- 1
, •
e\|H-ct.d that the entire tinanyeara ago, hut never lived together, ns a legal man and Ha/m and others.
| rial (piestiou will he reojK-ned nt the next seswpanition was bad immcdiati'lv iifti r tlu*
()IU>EHS
Wwihjnp. ;
....

wife and ehiidren

great benefit from their use.
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HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.

by one man, who

SABBATH BEADING.

killed his vie-

tims one after another as lie came

upon

TO MY

;

a

it better than the

lore you, children, my Sabbath d/.ys arc
aweet,
I hail the still, bright morning, and hasten you t<>
greet:
1 look into your face*, and seethe love-light there,
And I a:n always happy In your hours of praiseand

mob, but a jury had acquitted him,
there was nothing at all proven

1

j.ray«r.

Geneva says His last words were : “ I am as innocent
Because I love you children, I long that you shall
that there is an excellentand profitable of this tiling as the angels
but the
be
in life’s morning, treadingthe narrow way
market in the southern countries of leader of the lynchersreplied : “ You’re Now, with
me.
Europe for the sale of American pro- a good man to hang, anyhow.” His I love yen, littletravelers,and pray that you may
stand,
Tiremerican Consul

at

duce, and it is scarcely necessary to say wife has now sued the county for §10,000
that American business men will soon damages.

With

see the advantage of availing themselves thereof. The only wonder is that

Because I love you children, now in your childhood
>weet.
I long to tiling you ckwely unto the Savior’sfeet,
No joy is like tiie pleasureof always servltiK Him—
i loiijtfor you to have it ere years your life shall
dim.

The

question of relative endurance

they did not discover it sooner than the

between horses and men

Consul

but the opinion preponderates that no

at

Geneva.

an open one,

is

horse could go 550 miles in six days. In

could die

A

the journey safely over, lu the Father'ssunny
land.

<

for

him.”

The iron shipments from the Upper
Peninsula for the season ending July 28
TO PREVENT DROWNING.
were 862,045 tons, an increase of 308,Krffyman’ft Wonderful Invention 12.1 tons over the same jivriod last year.
(o Save Lift* in (he W ater.
The amount of salt inspected in Mich[From tli.*Sheffield (Eng.) Telegraph.]

igan tinring the month of July was 275,Wesleyan minister— the Rev. W.
958 barrels, being an excess over the
Cowell Brown— has patented an inveneorroHiionding month last year of 43,350
tion which appeal's to lu* a simple and
practical means of lessening the number
of deaths by drowning. A chemical! Hiram Johnson, of Montcalm county,

A

|

.

Because1 love you, I would that you should snow
How dangerous Is the pathway which the pilgrims preparation is insertedin a portion of ' mm forty-three sheep killed by the cars
tread below
the coat, waistcoat or dress. It does: oni} m8ht recently, and the remaining
ready the Guide of .life and not add to the weight or in any way I ^xty-seyen of the flock were most of

450

Dn. Gatling, inventorof the famous a San Francisco test, not long ago, the
gun, lias just perfected another instru- horses won, hut had to travel only

’

MICHIGAN NE1T8.

A Saginaw man is shipping sawdus
former. It was John, to Chicago.
and not Peter, who stood firmest in the
State Fish Commissioner Portman
hour of fiery trial; and who can say hut , has finished the new State Fish Hatchery
that the same might have been the ease near Petoskey.
with the gentle Mary? “I cannot plead
Ex-Gov. SpRAorE, of Rhode Island,
for Jesus,” said a diffidentlady before an
is being treated at the Mount Clemen*
examining church committee, “but I mineral-waterbaths.

<LA*ft.

who

and

moretlianthe brother whoso

voice is rarely heard. Were the matter
brought to a test, the latter might stand

he was has never been
! ascertained. Bill Younc
Young was hanged by Became I
them ; hut

:

against him except his had character.

A

fact, love no

;

alter the appearance of the garment. 1 “H‘ln injm'ed.
The preparationis inserted between the
Richard Page, of Forrester, Sanilac
lining and the cloth; in the ease of a county, while extricatinga horse that
capable of firing 1,000 shots in a minute, has now arranged for a race between six [,ra‘7>y’ T°“. cWlllreI>; 1 ‘wlnt ^ b>
coat it is placed on each side of the had become tangled in his halter-strap,
and by the use of the instrument three horses and as many men as choose to en- T" the Lamb of God who takrth the world s great breast and up the back. The moment u was kicked in the side by another horse
men can do the work of 300 riflemen.It ter at Chicago. He says : “It is hut a And 1 a.sk tho gentle Master to give to you a place man falls in the water the coat inflates, and fatallyinjured.
,
...
Among the wining learnersto whom lie shows ins and he cannot keep his head under the
I Cram’s salt block at Midland is in
is capable of killing a man or horse one | comparativelyf-hort time since 450
Uce
waves. The invention was practically full operation. The depth of the well is
mile away. It is somewhat in the form in six days was considered an extraordi- Hpcui80 , lf)TeyoU( chll(lreIlij canno, i* content
tested at the swimming hath of the 1,315 feet, and the brine is of the highof the present Gatling gun, hut more unry performance, while now, in order Unle« I have you with me when this life of ours is SheffieldBath Company. First, two
est strength. The capacity of the works
small pieces of linen, with part of the is 100 barrels per day.
complete, and may he taken to pieces at to command the attention of the public, o, seek the Savior early, and in his home above
preparation inserted between the folds,
will, and therefore can Ik* moved about n man must cover 500 miles or more
"''“O 't*'11 ^Omr,
love.^
New money-order postofficesestabwere thrown into the water. The linen
lished in Michigan : Atlantic Mine,
and the day is not far distant when some
ei
instantly inflatedso as to form a miniaBath, Dimondale,Edwardsburg, ForOr Humble Submission.
one will go 000. Now, taking the
ture cushion, and floated about the
Fit ED Hovr had a dreadful ride of
Regard not much who is for thee, or hath. An attendant of the company rest vilh*, Fruitport, Little Traverse,
fiby rniles* fro.n ' riirk City- to Echu, j Kmit<'r
,,f llor8f '‘s, com'MIn'
who against thee; hut give all thy then put nil a coat with tin. nrcnarntinnI MaY’ Ml‘tum,,ru’ ^“rlcy, Ogemaw
*.» irf Sheriff! men. to
fiud
to this, tlmt
b,
vfnt under a ^j’r,n-s'1()t‘s,,8r,)Lllk»‘. 1Vrry, Hepubhc,
inserted in it. He first went
ment of war that

complete in

.

reportedto he most miles

is

deadly properties. It

its

,

....

.

i

human competitorsAnd
best. Daniel O’Leary

to do SO ; their

not being of the

is

tlmAe

who

cling to Jesus win walk the way

might.

-i
miles

i

;

ily.

_____

,

^

riiTiio

home

1 .‘

^

1

1-^

|
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Turner, and the father had led a partv of roHt» 11,1,1 ll 1,t‘(,,,mes 11 f,llnl'le with thee in everythingthou doest.
in successful pursuit. The prisoner was ! <*f ‘‘M>*™cnt and proper training ami
Have a g«K>d conseienee, and God will
.
i .
* r...
handling to make horses go the greater well defend thee.
tnsi securely to the tiont scat of a
,()lu|jtj()lls For whom God will help, no malice
and the Sheriff sat with a gun in his lap , 1
i ‘’f man shall be able to hurt,

shower bath, where he was thorougldv
drenched, to show that inflation would ! A Petoskey paper is informed by a
not take place under the ordinary eir- 1 g^ltT1‘‘,,m,1thab while connng froni Point
eumstanees of a shower. Under the St Igimee to Mackinaw a few days ago,
shower bath the coat did not alter its he saw a waterspouton the strait about
in the rear scat, hesitating whether or ' of thl‘ c,,,,tl‘stallmv hvo ntloriS to ™'1'
If thou canst be silent and suffer, 'proportions in any way whatever. The three miles off. It was visible for some
“head- time, and when it broke it hid from view
not to shoot him. Sometimes Turner llors,^ 1,11,1 tlie 11111111111,’1' (’ltllt'r witl.out .lonbt tlnm slmlt see that the attendant then took
Lord will help thee.
ridden or led.
er” into the water.
reap- for several minutes the entire island.
would cock his gun and take
He knoweth the time and tho manner peared
At Battle Creek, Ada Calkins, about
surface almost
111,11
"10,1gE “'>'»>» t" tire ; 'mt heilid | THE^t,ltU(,s aml ,lshes of tlu! N„pil. to deliver thee, and therefore thou immediately and the coat promptly in- 16 rears of age, (inployed as a eigarflated. Entering a part of the hath deep niaker, has, with the view of beautifynot do so, mid finally fiut Hoyt alive m
writl,s a (ol,,iK11 nd.-nt, oughtest to deliver thyself unto him.
It helongeth ^oGotl to help, and to de- enough to take him up to the eyes he
ing her complexion, been in the habit of
jail. The imsoner l.«re the ordeal calm- (
stral,Kl. vieissitudes. Tv iea
liver from all confusion.
could not touch bottom at nil ami the taking morphine, and on Sunday took
ly, never once begging for Ins life, nor ,
t,|U 8tllUu. „f ,h„ Firat Napoleon
It is often vt rv profitable,to keej) cs water scarcely reached his chin. By u an overdose, which resulted in her death.
more bumble, that others know and re- struggle he dived partly lx neuth the sur- A jury of inquest rendered a verdict of
even showing the slightest
j whil,h stamls iu thl. P1#„. Vendonie been
buke our faults.
face, but came up ngnin instantly. Di- “ Accidentalpoisoning.”
When
The Empress Eugenie seemed, upon ! lll^f
. .. a man humbleih himself for his vesting himself of the garment, it flouted
The people of Petoskey voted against
her arrival at St. Helena, feeble
",1"1
,l,ll-v to
feiili..^then he j^l.v .meirtelh others, about the bath until it was taken out. establishing water-worksbecause the
,
.. .
erected, win e his ashes were restored ami qiiicklv satisheth those that are of- The inventor then attachedn piece of
first cost would he §12, 0(H), and the ancheerful. On alighting from her
lend weighing three pounds to his unpli- nual expense of a steam engine §2,000.
,
i i * , to France on the demand of another fended withliini.
riage at Longwood, she proeeerietfto a
(rod protected!tho humble and de- ance, which presents the appearance of The /hi.inrnifsuggests that the water
dvnastv, to be respected even during
liveretli It m; the liunible he loveth and a short sleeve, or lining, and threw it
minute inspection of everv room m the
•
_ 1
power of the river he utilized for pump.i *
,
i „ i the Commune. Lotus, the ex-king of comfortcth; unto the Immbh* man he in- into the water. The sleeve, on touching
old house— that m which Napoleon
^
ing purpo.-es, which would reduce the
.• i i
* Holland, removed his fathers remains elineth himself; unto the humble lie giv- the water, instantlyexpanded, like a running expenses to §100 a year.
from Grenoble to St. Leu, to which e.h great grace; and after his hnmUm- small bolster,and floated about the bath
The Codillac .Ync# gives a description
where he drew lus last breath, now in*•— he
........
d. him
..........
......
tion
raiseth
to glory.
well out of the water, sustaining th? lead
of
a water-spoutseen on Clam lake one
Unto the humble he revealeth his se- weight till both were fished out. The
dicated bv a marble bust of the Em- , l’1111'1'1,,s 'l"11 ‘“l1™ '1"-' 111 f111111 reday
last week. It began about half u
peror, iu, dosed within a rail, being a
T'u' ''lai'st 801,l,,’f crets, and sweetly draweth and invitedi experiments were as interesting as they mile from the shore, disturbing about
him unto himself.
were successful. Tin* inventor states
special object o[ the Empress' regard L"lll!!'"'P"1''11 -V1’01,1"'11lus
The humble man, though ho suffer that his apparatus,which would simply half an acre of water, raising it in a gigantic tube as high as the tallest pines.
and attention, and
conten.ph.ting ‘‘‘'ib ‘,1,,1
^
confusion, yet hath much peace; for that form an additional lining inserted iuji
As it was home toward the shore its
which the Empress appeared mud, at- ' ''1‘1' "•11) 114 hr8t 1‘11'1 111 St’ 1)<'m8',,'ut he ivsteth on God, and not on the world. portion of tin* garment, would sustain a
Do not think that thou hast made any person in tin* water as long as he could tulmlar shajM* was broken by its striking
fected. The tomb was next visited,and ""' Bl‘,,,'ll"1,s"’‘e11 tlu'.y ,'1't,,,',,1',1
Ihc tree tops.
progress, unless thou esteem thyself in- possibly endure the exposure. For fortyUm Empress expressed great pleasure | f'111111'1'1,11,1 tllu l*'x,-vtrnnslntl'‘1' 1111,1 tllc
Seventy-five Iowa editors, with about
terior to all. — Tiiomati .1. Knnj)in.
five or fifty hours it would bo effective
at the general appearance of the spot, “ little Napoleon " now rests m the same
tweidy-fiveof their wives, have lieen
for
its
purpose.
In
the
event
of
u
pervault as his father and his grandfather.
and tin* excellent order in which it is
son losing consciousness tin* lining in roving in the Upper Peninsula.They
Did
Nile Lot* HoalT
reached Marquette July 31, where they
kept. Tho Empross plunked a sprig of Jl'ro,lle ftlollert'l,oses 1,lllll’r ,l“' ,1,ml" of
the back would form a kind of bed, and
It was a sore affliction to Man’ and that in .the breast a pair of pillows, remained a couple of days and then left
willow ..... one of .hooverhanging trees,"11'Ilivillilll's"lt!l llw «lvl,t
for Ishpeming.They were going to
Martha when Lazarus, their only broth- against which his head would rest.
a' a menuntoof her visit, and another'"11' 11S,U'S of the 0""'r Bimill)“rU‘'1lu' er, sickened and died. Desolate now
examine the mines of Marquette county
scatteredhere and there, and are to be
ami then look over the Menominee
for Queen Victoria.
was their home, and greatly did they
Stealing AnotlierN Comfort.
found at Rome, Florence,Vienna and long for the presenceof Jesus, their best
range.
Any one who has stopped over night
Two mem he us of the Board of the
A ('ORKEsroNDENT of the Philadelphia Chiselhurst, and somewhere in Calabria. friend, with them. And now at length at a large hotel has been disturbediu the
State School for the Blind, were in Lanho draws near. His coming is announced
/V* whas taken the trouble to compile
small hours by persons walking in the
Anorr all of the Chinese shoemakers and Martha immediately goes out to balls as heavily and carelessly as if it sing last week inspecting the progress of
the following interestingtable of how
the alterations and repairs on the Odd
meet him. Her first words to him are:
have left North Adams, Mass. Their
were mid-day. Guests who are uji late
the several States have voted at Presi11 el lows’ Institute, preparatory to the
“Lord, if thou hadst been here, my
reason for quitting the place is that brother had not died.” And Mary kept seem thoughtlessof the quiet of those opening ot the institution in Septemdential electionswhich have been held
w rapped in slumber. Such (•(induct is selber. Prof. J. F. MeElroy, who has for
, ""ll1' s!1' »"» 111
since tl„. foundation of tho fiovernmi-ntI "‘O' <-lin 1'lir11 H1"ri' mollO' 111 llllimlr.v I
fishness of which any sensible person
four years tilled the position of Assistant
work ill tin* large cities. It is eight j She waited there till her sister returned
ought to he ashamed.
or their admisssion to th Union
Superintendent of tin* Institutionfor
, ft,„ years since Mr. Sampson, a wealthy IJlul <,“11!'<1 lll'r »«'1'''".v, “The
A grave gentleman at the Filth Avenue
I,i‘i
; the Blind at Indhinupolri, Ind., is to In.*
• 1 ‘ •
blaster is come and ealleth for thee,
Alubanu .........
J'J Mh-si.-iwi.' ....... 1
Hotel
once complained of it to the genial
shoe manufacturer, brought them from j An(1 ^ 8(M(11 fts s1h. lK.al,l this, she arose
i Principal of this school.
ArkmiHjiM .........
>< 'l.svir,.........a
clerk. “ I am surprised," hi* said, “ that
Cd H .niia .........‘i - Nth .t-ka ........ S
San Francisco to displace striking Cris- ! (piickly and came unto him; and as nm
(’iliwailn.........
.. NcvaA ............
4
ntenml mprovciiieiif*.
i . ofc tin* Boston ,u K]ie was coine where Jesus was, and you harbor thieves in this house.”
pms. A correspondent
O Iiijec.ie'it ...... Ifi 4| Nt-w Hr eurii (“..11
“Thieves, sir? Harbor thieves?
From Gen. Humphrey'sannual report
saw him, she fell down at his feet saying
l)fiii"'a'(! ......... i:» TjN’pw
...... In
Hern hi says: “Schools were estabWhat do you mean, sir? Explain, if is taken the following statement of estiKio-iua ..........
:: N> .v Vo
........m
' in the same words of Martha: “Lord,
(ti“i.r^;a ..........
lu No .I1C..10ua... S
lished for the dusky visitors,and the i if thou hadst been here, my brother had you please.”
IliinojH............r» l"Oi;o ............. in
i mates for improvements in this State for
“ I mean that I had something stolen
M O v 'oil .......... 4
good ladies of the town turned mission-, not died.”
Imlia ..........
the next fiscal year
•.'ilVn
inyh
tiii.i,.
..
7
from
me
last
night
by
one
of
your
Iowa ............
Was it that Martha loved Jesus more
r, arics, and taught them to read and speak
..IB.imIoIh'iini1 ____
Katihat ...........4
guests."
Monroe Ifurhor.- Thr amount avail1J Soi .h C.. o' iim.. . a
I than Mary, that sin* was more forward
Kcii'.ncky ........ s
['j the language of the country. Some
We
are all exposed to sneak thieves, i aj,j,. js $2,000. For tin* next fiscal year
1'ji t* iiicssee....... 7
LoiiiKiunn ........4
to go out to meet him? Was this a
T- xa- .............
Miiim* ...........
were apt pupils and quick to learn, while demonstrationof more ardent affection? sir.
§3,000 is asked for repairs to piers and
1 Woroiit ......... la
Maryland .......
“But this was not a sneak tlii* f. It revetment of the United States canals.
j:v o'.u'- ..........17
Ma< •:ii“hnM!ttH
____ IS
others were stupid and appeared to take We can hardly think so. We arc assured
was a guest in ilie house, sir, and quar1
4 wv, , \ ii"ciii ..... a
Mli'hojan .........7
NY. Mart/'* Hirer and St. Mary'n Fall
j little interest in the work that was being that “Jesus loved Mart ha and her sister;” tered as comfortably as I was.”
bVifcoin-ia ........
MiniiLoota .......
t 'anal. — Amount available, $475,485.20.
and they both loved him in return. His
The above table does not include the done for their enlightenment.Housed
“This is very extraordinary, sir. For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1882,
love was reciprocated, and it was sincere
Presidential elections of 178S, 1702, and and fed at the shoe shop, taught by tin* on the part of both. But we regard it What was stolen from you, sir, and at an appropriation ot §150,000 ,is asked
lor. which will (•oinjileteall the work
white ladies, encouragedby their em- as no certain proof that the love of Mar- what hour?”
The gentleman answered with great pn iji.eted.
ployer, brought under the influence of a tha was superiorto that of Mary, that
earnestness. “At 2 o clock this mornIlarhor of IS fnr/r, Sand leach, halt
Toivhino the populationof the towns Christian church and Sunday-school, she so promptly sprang t<> meet the ing sonic most precious sice}’ was stolen
Mirhii/an. — Amount available, $160,Savior as lit* anproaehed.\Ye are differof Greece, some very interesting stalis- M011UM)fthe Chinamen became enlight..................................
ently constituted. Our natural tenipera- from me by one of your guests, and with 929.K7. An appropriation of §100,000 h asked for the fiscal year ending
tics have just been furnished by tho 0110(| and to a certain extent educated, I ments are unlike. One person manifests a pair of boots.”
Was not this guest one of tin* meanest June 30, 1882, which will be expended
British Consul at the Piraeus. The popu- uuj^ng p, fellowship with the church, i his love in one way, and another in anof sneak thieves?
in extending tin* lake-arm of the breaklation of Athens is at present 66,677. In ami> fts a geneval thing, behaving them- ! ,,tlu;r- was it with these sisters; and
water and dredging inside the harbor, to
1870 it was only 48,107. These sign ifi- 8olvt,8 ina quiet, orderly manner, while men,°sa4 that Mary lov^hira'notless
Large Crops of Corn Fodder.
increase the capacityfor large vessels.
I)etroit /riivr.— Amount available,
cant figures may be supplemented by 0tjlt.rH cling to the customs of their 1 than Martha. It may have been that he
Several correspondents in a late issue
$125,182.55.
For the fiscal year ending
the remark that in 18.>3 the population fathers, worshiped the pagan idol, and | saw that she loved him more,
of the ('otiufri/ fh ii/h mnn seem to have
June 30, 1882, an appropriationof §125,given
fromactiml
wi
ight
on
small
patches
of the capital of the Hellenic kingdom stained the garb of their coiintrv.” An.d
}{
000 is asked, which will he applied to
i of their fields,pretty r. Imhle estimates
was 30,000 ; that just before the close
^ _ ___
' mfl’V bav" bcon tbnt JeSU8 8aw tbftt>‘
loved him no more than the other i of the amounts which were grown per continuingthe excavation at Lime-Kiln
the Turkish domination it was 15,000;; An American incident Related,
disciples, who were less demonstrative.| acre, previous to the curing "f tin* com. crossing.
Ontonatfon 7/GrW.— Amount estimthat it was half depopulated during
We offer the followingas a specimen He was foremost to say to the Savior: 1 They state these weights at 28, .‘15, 36,
War of Independence, and that when the ' of the usual intelligencedisplayed by the “Though 1 should die with thee, yet will and 45 tons, respectively, per acre. The ‘ded lor completion of existingproject,
§146,170; amount asked for the fiscal
war was over, and the Greeks entered i ordinary Parisian writer on alhiirs in I not deny thee." And when, after his latter was sowed in drills three feet apart,
resurrection, the Savior appeared to his using three bushels of seed per acre, and year ending July 30, 1882, §60,000.
into posHousion of their mneh-liorabarded
Fa fjlc Harbor. — Amount now availdisciple* as they were engaged in fish- the season wits perfect in every respect
and otherwise devastated metropolis, Bhe was suddendly attacked by a baud of ing, and John said unto Peter: “It is for its growth. They do not state what able, §4, (MM). No appropriation is asked,
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the public building which was in the Sioux Indians, led by the redoubtable j the Lord,” it was Peter who, first of all,
the Sitting Bull. Everybody fled, and all ' rushed to meet him. But was this cer-

beat state of repair in Athens xvns

.

,

ruined Temple of Theseus. Mmlern

^

'
c',n8.teri,1atiou r1 <1<j3>Tr- ninny ot Uunproiifthathotavedhimmorestro.igh
„
them being drowned in the tempestuous than James and John and the other four
is
handsome, well-built,waveg0f the mighty Amazon. Suddenly disciples, who remained at their post,
well-paved,and well-lighted
this heroine sprang upon an unsaddled dragging the multitude of fish they had
horse, rallied around her P. T. Barnum caught, to the shore? We are by no
A large monument has been erected and a few others of her employes, and, means sure that it was so. Peter was
with a revolverin band, attacked and naturallyimpulsive; ho was a man of
at Kiihoka, Mo., with the following indispersed the murderous red devils. (piiek and ardent feelings; and yet this
scription : “ We are all here, murdered
Kansas City rewarded her with a com- love may have been no deeper and
with an ax, night of Aug. 3, 1877, at memorative medal, and Col. Buffalohill, stronger than that of his more quiet
their home. Their bodies lie beneath of Lent. Gen. Sheridan’s staff, knelt at brethren.
If we judge by the forwardness of
this tomb, their virtues about it.” It her feet and offered her his hand and formen, wo may sometimes make mistakes.
tune.”
marks the spot where tho five members
In a prayer meeting there are those who
Salt water is lieing distributedj are always on their feet Give them the
of the Spencer family were slain, and
«...
..................
its dedication,
with elaboratecere- through Brooklyn daily, in three-gallonI opportunity, and they are always prompt
7 .....
cans, for sponge baths for invalids and j to take a part. Thev can’t keep quiet.
monies, drew together .>0,000 person ,
The water is pumped at night | It were much more of a cross to them
great had been the excitement over the , at the end of the iron pier, and is sold to keep still, like Mary, than to rise up,
crime. The deed was palpably commit- for 4 cents a
' as did Martha. And yet they may,

, . 1 ,
Athens now a
,

city.

V..

....

V’

l

..

o

gallon.

m

the weather was when tin* corn was cut, as the improved condition of the harl>or
or the time of davit was done. To be meets all present commercialrequirefair in such a trial, the weather ought to ments.
l>e sunny two days before, and the stalks Martjiultc Harbor. Amount availtill all the morning dew was dried ^m*, §5,006.36. No appropriation is
off. Dr. Bailey, of Massachusetts, :is- asked for at present, though the breaksorts, that he can grow 75 tons of corn- water should eventually l>e extended 400
stalks per acre. If he does, we think he feet.
will have to resort to the Cuzco sort,
Harbor aj hejuuc at (Jrand MarPern, which grows there 25 feet high or , a/o#.— Amount available, §10,000. It is
more, and is three inchs in diameter, or estimated that there can be exjiended
so, at the butt. This would he about as ! profitably in the fiscal year ending July
eatable and digestible ns cord wood, mi- 30, 1882, $80,000. It is proposed to hold
less his method of ensilage cun transform availablefund, until further appropriations accumulate sufficiently to allow
it to palatable fodder. He is now cultivating a mammoth ensilage com, of which economical commencement of the work.

not cut

of

We

bethinks liiglily.
hope when his
crop of this has Wen gathered and fed to
his animals, he will give not only its
yield per acre, hut
der to his stock in

ManitUquc
j

JIarbor. —Amount avail-

able, $5, (MX). Amount assessed for the
fiscal year sibling July 30, 1882, §1,000.

the value of its fod- | Menominee 7/o/7>or.— Amount uvailcomparisonwith the able, $10,000. Asked for the fiscal year

smaller sweet corn. — Jlural JScw Yorker. 1 ending June 30, 1882, §49,000.

J

one out of every four

It is said that

Saturday, August

21.

1880.

NEW

GRAND EXPOSITION OF THE

Never Return.

HOLLAND CITY HEWS.

Western Michigan

real

invalids who go to Denver, Col., to recover

HAPPY AMEfiXOA.
the above

except as

heading the Fortnightly

Review launches out in a glowing descrip-

some future time.

The

undertakers,

SOCIETY.
AT

profitable business. This excessivemor-

may be

and

prevented

It says:

nearly or quite fifty

thousand people. A hundred millions
could be sustained, without increasing the

a single farm or adding one

and loved ones at home,

Hop

use

Bitters in

they will but On the well-known, beautiful and

if

I have sold at retail price since

the 4th

ably good agriculture;and then there of December last, 106 bottles of Dr.
might remain for export twice the quanti- Thomas’ Eclectric Oil, guaranteeingevery

now

ty we

bottle. I must say I never sold a medi-

send abroad, to feed the hungry

spacious Fair

the State.
The buildings include Art Hall (n flnestructnre),
Pornologtcal Hall. M ami fact nrers Hall, Mechanics
Hall, Agricultural Hull, Poultry Hall, Carriage
Hall, etc.

their number, by merely bringing our pro-

Mm

Railroadsgive half fare, and transport freight
free. Competition will be open to the world.
Very liberal premiums offered upon stock and

Eclectric Oil cured it thoroughly in twen- relativeto premiums, can be made to the Hec’v.
GKO. iV. THAYER, Pres'l,Grand Rapids.
Jambs Cox, Sec'v, Grand Rapids.
Grand
Rapids. Aug. 18,
28-3w
my children this winter it never failed to

power and grandeur of a truly national
existence. What may be the future of this relkve almost immediately.
land few can yet conceive. Texas alone
C.

much

comprises as

man

territory as the Ger-

Gkayvillk,

empire, England and Wales com-

bined. Texas has now

STATE OF MICHIGAN,

look remarkably well.

own maps as a

part of "the

Great American Desert,” and Iowa had

become a state. Their population may now l>e 2,500,000.France has
37.000.000.The great middle section of
scarcely

eastern Tennessee,northern Georgia, west

Carolinaand southern Virginia has been

hemmed

a

yet almost

terra incognita,but it

plete with wealth in minerals, in timber

and in

unequalled

fertile valleysof almost

climate for health and vigor. Thissection
is

almost equal to the Austrian empire in

its area, and
It

more than equal

--

Honing.

that

Roovaart,
Defendants.

in resources.

£pmal

No

Show

trouble to

Holland, Mich., Sept. 1,

Sheriff Sale.
T^OTICE Is hereby

BOOT & KRAMER.
Holland, Mich.. June

21. 1879.

Clarendon Hotel,

i

formerly called the Rasch House, on the

J

Bridge & Canal Street,

Cor.

Is

given, that by virtueof a writ
issued out of the Circuit Conrt
for the County of Ottawa. State of Michigan, in
favor of George W. Joselyn, against the goods
and chattelsand real estate of Jacob P. Dc
Condres and FindleyE. Harnlsh. in said county
to me directed and delivered.I did, on the twentythird (28) day of April, A. I). 1880, levy upon and
take, all the right, title and Interest of the said
Jacob P. De Condres and Finrilev F. Harnish, in
and to the following describedreal estate, situated In the lowr ship of Holland, County of Ottawa, Michigan, and further described as the southwest quarter of the south-eastquarter, and the west
ten (10) acres of the south-eastquarter of thesoutheast quarter of section four (4). township
five (5) north range sixteen west, containing fifty acres more or less, according to
government survey, all of which I shall expose for
sale at public auction or vendue, to the highest
bidder, at the front door of the Court House in
Grand Haven City, in said county, that being the
place of holding the Circuit Court for the said
county of Ottawa, on the Twenty-sixth day

MR.

now managed bv

EDWARD KILLEAN,

i

of fieri fariae

formerlyproprietor of the Kirby House, at Grand
Haven.
of August nfxt at two o'clock in the afternoon.
Dated this 6th dav of July. A. D. 1880.
The Clarendonwill always be found clean, and
JOGS VKRPLANKE.
the table well supplied with the choicest viands,
and served in the kindest manner for lowest posSheriffof Ottawa Co., Mich.
sible rates.
P. H. McBride, Ptff'e
22- 7 w

Atty.

Come and

see us in

our Gray’s Specific Medicine.

New Home.
Grand Rapids,

July

TRADE MARK.

1880.

20,

Thrygreat Eng TRADE
llsh remedy, an

24-3m

unfailingcure for

Seminal Weak-

Holland.

City of

two millions. The Austrian empire has

)

Clerk’s Office, August 12th, 1880.

\

over 37,000,000. The healthy upland
To G. J. Slenk, Adolphus King, .Mrs.
country of Georgia, Alabama, and the 8. B. Smil, C. Keppcl, J. H. Sicgiuk,

YI3SCH HR,

28-7

w

James Westveer, John Roost.

Caroliuas contain vast areas of fertile wood-

You

land, which can be bought by the hundred

and each

of

you are hereby

BARLEY WANTED

noti-

!

ness. Spermatorrhea. Impotcncy,
and all diseases
ihal follow,as a
sequence of Self-

P. Si A. Steketee
keeps constantly on hard

iloticis.

Circuit Court CommUHoner for Ottawa County,
Mich.
P. 11. McBride. Complainant' * Solicitor.
[A True Copy.] A. A. Tracy, llnjiittr in Chancery.

HEROLD.

1880.

Goods.

1880.

AREND

has a sparse population of only one or

US.

goods and Prices.

THE

In this cause it appearingfrom affidavit on file,
that the defendants. Jan Van De Roovaart, and
Fredrika Carolina Van De Roovaart, are not resi
deuts of this State, but reside at the City of
Chicago, in the State of Illinois; Thereforeon
motion of P. H. McBride,complainant'ssolicitor,
remedy?” He did and was cured. Sold itjisorderedthat the said defendants Jan Van De
Roovaart, and Fredrika Carolina Van De Roovaart.
by D. R. Meeugs, Holland, Mich.
catue their appearanceto be entered herein, within three months from the date of this order, and
incase of thiir appearancethat thev cause their
You may, but!
answer to the complainant'shill of complaintto
be tiled, and a copy thereof to be served on said
You may, drink a glass of ice water complainant'ssolicitor,w ithin twenty days after
service on them of a copy of said bill and' notice
when you are thoroughlyheated by exer- of this order; and that in default thereof,said bill
cise, but be careful to have Dr. Thomas’ he taken as confessedby the said non-resident
defendants.
Eclectricby
best remedy in
And it is further ordered, that within twenty
day* the said complainant cause a noticeo! this
the world lor Colic. Sold
R.
order to be bublished in the Holland Citt News,
a newspaper printed, publishedand circulating in
Meengs, Holland, Mich.
said county, and D at such publicationbe continued therein at least once in each week, for six
weeks in succession, or that complainantcause a
copy ot this order to he personally served on said
non-resident defendants, at least twenty days before the time above prescribedfor their appearance.
Special Assessors Notice.

:-

E.

]

Suit pending in the CircuitCourt for the County
of Ottawa in Chancery, at the City of Grand Haven
in said county on the Third day of August,A. D.

:o

CALL AND SEE

by D.

re-

is

A Complete a-sortment of Children’s and Infants
shoes for fall and winter, and a full line of
Ladies’ and Gentleman'swear.

Give us a trial and you will be pleased with

Cir-

you. The

in by the curse of slavery,and is

Eighth Street, City of Holland.

CASH.

FC(R

|

Germany bad cough which troubled you so long?”
and Great Britain. Kansas, Nebraska, "O, yes entirely.”"What did you take
and Iowa combined more than equal for it?” "Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil. It’s
France in area and possess more fertile perfectlysplendid. Two bottles and a
land. Only twenty-five years ago John half stl me all right. I notice that you
Brown and his companions redeemed Kan- are a little hoarse, why not try the same
cated on our

Twentieth Judicial

Complainant.
WJan Van De Roovaart and ^
Mrs. Fredrika Carolina Van De

equal In area to the good land in

sas from slavery; Nebraska was then indi-

Candles, Tobaccosand
Flower Pots, Hanging

ALL CHEAP

cuit In Chancery.

Meeugs, Holland, Mich.

“You look remarkably well,
Brown. Have you recovered from

is

etc., etc.

judges. Fine

HEROLD,

Cigars, Toys, Notions,
Baskets in great variety.

Order of Publication.
Gerrit A.

You

Germany, England and Wales about

07.000.000.The good land in Texas

1K80.

Hall.

about two million

people within her boundaries;the empire
of

R.

Just received at

Toilet,

a.

III., March 26, 1880.

Sold by D. R.

Laundry and

expert

Ckildrea aader IS jeatc, 13 ccats,

E.

Teas, Coffees, sugars, Spices,

Our 40 cent Tea Is called A No. 1 for the price by

ty-four hours, and in threatenedcroup in

is yet only beginning to feel the vital

respectfullyInvite the attention of our citizens to the stock of goods which wr have opened
one door east of E. Van der Veen’s hardwarestore,
and the prices for which we offur them.

ceil!!

No longer divided by cine in my life that gave such universal
the curse of slavery, this nation is now satisfaction,in my own case, with a badly every product of the soil.
Programme of every dav attractive, and the
united by bonds of mutual interest and of UlceratedThroat, after a physician pen- whole instructive. Send to Secretary for 100 page
list.
common speech, tied by the iron band of cillingit for several days to no effect, the premium
tV Applications for space, or for Information
in foreign lands.

eighty-fivethousand miles of railway, and

Boot & Kramer, SOOTS & SHOES

Soaps,
Redact!! Tickets, 23

OF ---

We

1880.

25,

Grounds adjacent to the city.
The grand stand and track have no superior In

time. This we know.

Strong Evidence-

duct up to the average standard of reason-

J7Q (RAPIQS.

Sept. 20, 21, 22,23, 2* and

See other column.

to

G(RA

patients

served and cured under the care of friends

"We number now

area of

cropse.

next to the hotel keepers, have the most
tality

tion of what this country may become at

a

—

New Stock! New Store!

health never return to the East or South

Under

A Large and Fine

FIRM! ITEW stock:

DRESS

GOODS Before
•n

/• m »• Abuse; as

Loss

After Taking.

Pain in the Back. Dimness of Vision. Premature
Old Age, and many other diseases that lead to InFrom the 10 cent Shirtingup to very nice Cash- sanity or Consumption, and a PremainreGrate.
meres for 37c, 60c ana 75c, variety of colors
fay Full particularsiii our pamphli t. which we
desire to send free by mail to every one. ffT’The
Specific Medicineis sold by all druggists ai $\ per
package,or six packages for $3. or w ill be sent free
Bleached and Unbleached
by mall on receipt of the money by addressing.

COTTONS

fied that a special assessment roll for the
thousand acres at a half dollar, or two repair of sidewalks has been reported by
at
Prices.
I will pay the highest market price, In cash, for
shillings, an acre, on which sheep and the Board of Special Assessors to the good Barley.
GINGHAMS OF EVERY COLOR.
Call and inquire at the Holland Brewery.
fine selection of crepe and o'her rnchings.
cotton thrive equally well. These sections Common Council ot the City of Holland,
ANTUN s'KIF,
Torchon. Briton and Russian Laces,
and filed in this office, and that the Comare being slowly occupied by white farmProprietor.
very nice amt cheap.
mon Council has fixed upon the tkventh
Holland, Mich., Aug. 20.
SMw Embroideries,the largest assortment in the city
ers, and wail for immigrants who can day of September,A. 1). 18*0, at 7:30
CORSETS. FROM 25cts. UPWARDS.
bring them to use. In a few short years o’clock p. m., at the Common Council
Sale.
sheep, fed mainly upon the kernel of the Rooms, in said City as the time and place
Machine Needles for all kinds Machines.
when and wheie they will meet with the
cotton seed and upon the grasses that folSTATE
OF
MICHIGAN:
The Circuit Court fur
said Board of Special Assessors to review
the County of Ottawa— In Chancery.
low the cotton, will send to market from said roll.
Jan Panels. Johannes Dijkema, Jacob?
the same fields, alternately occupied, as
By Order of the Common Council,
Van Putlcn, Maria Haulers, Maaike
/# Complete.
Plugger an infant under the age of 21
Geo. H. Sipp, City Clerk.
much wool as cotton. This warm section
years, bv Gerrit Van Schelven tier next
Canned
Corn.
Tomatoes, Salmon. Pickles, (in
friend.Elizabeth Oggel and Wllhelminu
is more than equal to Italy in area; it has
No 1 Graham, Rye and While bread will
hrl. or bottle),etc. Coffees very cheap and of the
Hruideuier,
complainants,
perhaps 2,000,000 people. Italy contains be sold from this date for 5c a loaf at
best quality.
r*.
We have got a Tea which can't he bent by anyCornells Keppel and Jacob R. Schepers.
JNO. PESSIXK.
27.000.000.The fertile lands of the Shenbody, at 33 cents per pound, and one at OO cents
defendants. J
per pound.
andoah valley in Virginia, and along the
In pursuanceand by virtue of a decree of -aid
A
lahok
assortment of Hats and Caps, CircuitCourt for the county of Ottawa, in chan- The best Oat Meal kept on hand.
Potomac in Maryland, more than equal
cery. made in the above entitled cause, on the
P. & A. STEKETEE.
Belgium. They may contain half a million Gent’s Furnishing Goods, but Merchant twenty-sixthday of May, A. D. 1880. Notice is
taihuine is our specialty at
hereby given that on the Twenty-third day
10,000 nt SHKL8 BrriKYFS, of which I
of people. Belgium has more than 5,(XM),-

Bottom

THE GRAY MEDICINE
No.

CO.,

Mechanics*Block. Detroit, Mich
Jt?” Sold In Holland and elsewhereby all whole
sale and retail druggists.
in

8-1 v

NOTICE.

A

1880.

Our firm being chanced by Inking in A.
Meyer ns partner, nil debts to the old com-^
puny must be settled, we tlieretore request*
nil those Hint owe us income in and setttle
WITHIN 30 DAYS from date.

Chancery

MEYEU, BROUWER & CO.

GROCERY DEPARTMENT

Holland, Mich., July 12,

1880.

I

27-3w

|

|

ORGANS! ORGANS!

-

J

000. In the consideration of this problem
of productive capacity, there are other
factors of the greatest importance. What
are the burdens to be borne by our people

compared to others? What
gage on

is the moil-

this land that we possess?”

The Chicago Timet says,
quarter of

a million of

“

More than

a

people witnessed

the great parade of Knight Templars

in

the city of Chicago, on Tuesday. The
streets through

moved

which the

procession

were packed, and thousands of

in the windows and
doors of buildings. The weather turned
suddenly and oppressivelywarm in the

faces were visible

BRUSSE’S

August,

CLOTHING STORE,

12-tf

noon, at the front door of the court house, in the
of Grand Haven, I the subscriber, a Circuit
Court commissioner in and lor said county, will
A lahok stock of Ready Made Clothing sell at public auction, to the highest bidder, the
lands and premises described in said decree, viz:
Ml of that certain piece or parcel of land situate
always
at
in the city of Hollandin the county of Ottawa
opposite the Grist and State of Michigan, and described’ as follows,
Mill, on Main street, Zeeland, Mich. 12-tf to-wit: all of that part of lot numbered live (3) in
block numbered thirty-four(JJ) in said city, which
is hounded on the south side, on the east side and
on the north side by the south, east and north lines
of said lot. ami on the west side by a Hue running
-tl
parallelwith the east line of said lot and eighteen
' 18) feet west therefrom, the same being the ea-t
eighteen feet of said lot numbered five tf») accoidng to the recorded map of said city on record as
of the villageof Holland in the office of the Register of Deeds for Ottawa county, Michigan.

Zeeland,Mich.

can

be found
CLOTHING HOUSE,

Many

heat.

of the Knights

were

many

of them being very large, and about

Owing to

the

The Largest Wholesale

-

IN

-

originally designated was not
its

others

leaving for their quarters, hungry and ex-

hausted. There was much
ment on this account among
u hick

disappoint-

thronged the down-town

the crowds

Dated, the Eighth day of July. A. I)

AREND

Circuit Court
county, Mich.

1880.

Commissionerin and

for Ottawa

"No one enn be pick when

MliMR

GMf,

Ho:, 31

1

3S lonii Si,

Grui

Rapids,

We

have and keep
etock of all kinds of

on hand a

M,

large and aclcct

LIQUORS

frightful jam at the Ex-

Twenty

thousand people waited in the street for
hours

for

the doors to open.

The

to

was

still overpowering,

and when

great building was Ailed and the 8treetg
curb
all

it

became

a serious question

tn onr targe new store, at No*.
and :W Ionia street,Grand Rapids, Mich.

the

for blocks around packed from curb to
whether

of that mighty multitude would reach

the trade at

Come and see ns
84

KOKTLANDKRA GRADY.
28-8 in

Notice for Publication.
Laud Omc* at Rkkd
August

Citt, Mich.,
10,

1880.

petizer,

greatest nourishing tonic, apstrengthenerand curativeon

earth,—

Hop

Billers.”

“It is impossible to remain long sick
or out of health, where Hop Bittersare
used.”

"Why do Hop Bitterscure so much?
Because they give good digestion,rich
blood, and healthy action of all the
organs.”

“No

what your

feelings nr
ailment is Hop Bitterswill do you good.

LOW FIGURES.

heat

the
stomuch, blood, liver and kidneys are
healthy and Hop Billers keeps them so.”

"The

PROPRIETORS.

Of the choicest brand*, which we offer

There was a

1886.

Vl>SCHER,

PROVERBS.

streets.

position building in the evening.

12,

WESTERN MICHIGAN.

entirety, except by the

Chicago commanderies,all the

Holland, July

P. II. McBride. Complainant'sSolicitor.
22-7 w.

entire processionin motion, the line of

march, as

Dr.

A CO.

i

LIQUOR HOUSE

heat, and the many delays in getting the

carried out in

with

>||EYER, BROUWER

civ Advertisements.

trated. The column was seven miles in

fifteen thousand Knights.

cur# Pil#».

Ointment. W UTri.tr'1.to
J. N. Tabltr,SL I.ouD.Mo.

Pile

I

city

pros-

length and contained over ninety bauds,

make Buckeye
WANTED
AJJrcu
lump,

BRUSSE’S

course of the forenoon and marchers ami
spectators alike suffered from the extreme

A. D. 18H.I.at one o’clock in the after-

On nrcount of elumge in our firm we
will nl'er all our organs, yet on hand,
within 3(1 days al Wholes de Trice, be quick,
don’t loose ibis bargain.

I

f

,

home alive. Scores of ladies fainted,and VfOTICE ts hereby given that the following
many others narrowly escaped trampling. It named settlerhas filed notice of his tatentlon to make final proof in support of his claim,
The floors were not cleared for dancing and final entry thereof, and that said proof will be

matter

"Remember, Hop Bitters never does
harm, but good, always and conltuu

CURES COLIC IN MAN OR BEAST.
CURES COLIC IN MAN OR BEAST.
CURES ASTHMA. CURES ASTHMA.
CU(BES CATA(R(RH, CUPtES CA TAQHBH.
CURES A. E E S S, C U R E
A
E N E S Sw
CURES PJEUJFt A-LGU A, CUKES E U A O-I A,
Xj

IVT

ffv X#

INT

3ST

IVT
E.

I#

CURES PILES, CURES PILES.
SOLD BY

U. R- TvlEENGS.

Go to D. R. MEENGS for Mrs Freeman’s New National Dyes. For brightness and durability of
color they are uuequaled. Color 2 to 5 lbs., price 15 cents.

1880. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1880.

ally.”

"Purify the blood, cleanse the
stomach and sweeten the breath with
Hop Bitters.”
“Quiet nerves and balmy sleep in
Hop Bitters.”

P
<

Bonnets, Hats, Feathers,

"No health with inactive liver and
urinary organs without Hop Bitters.”

Flowers, Laces, Embroidery, Kuching,

Til BOP C9U3B CUBS AITS PiOT BZLIIP.
For szle by Hebur Walsh, Druggist.

J»-4w
made before the Clerk of the Circnlt Court of Ottawa County.Mich., at the countyaeat on Thursday the 28rd day of Heptember,1880, viz: George
We prefer the other,
W. Campbell Homesteadentry No. 6SMS for the
Etf of N W fc* Sec. II. 1 5 N. R. 16 W. and names
There’s nothing that will make n man the following witnessesto prove hla continuous
residence upon and cnltlvatlon of said tract, viz:
smart so quick as good strong horse Lina- Henry M. Scott, of Holland P. O., and John M.
IIOU8R and lot. foundry and finishingshop
menf, and nothing will cure wounds, cuts, Hortoa, of Holland, P. O., and George M. Rogers, fV and lot, steam engine, yard and all its nppurtenancea. Inquire of
bruises, burns, etc , so well as Dr. Thomas’ of Holland, P. O., and Arnold de Fevter, of HolW. H. WASHER,
land, P. 0.,all of Ottawa County,Mich.
Eclectric Oil. Bold bv D. R. Meeugs,
Grand Rapids. Mich
EDWARD STEVENSON,BeoUter.
Holland, Mich.
•4-3w
Or Wm. H. Bimimo, Holland, Mich. 22-6m

COLLARS AND CUFFS,

until a late hour.

Fans, Parasols, Circulars,Ulsters, and Ready Made Suits, Gloves, Mils and
Warranted Pearl Kid Gloves.

FOB SALE.

A

fall line

of Crape, and all kinds of »Uk. Black and Colored Brocade aid

Pekin In Velvet and Silk

for

Trimmings.

A

ET

L.

&

GUT

EC

S.

VAN DEN ^ICELAND
BERGE,
MICH,

STREET

/

The new

Herscdel V. Johnson, of Georgia, is

school bell has a fine sound.

$0ttinc|$i.
Rev. P. de Bruyn, of Rochester,
Fkdit

comiog

is

and

in thick

on

fast.

is

here

A man

a visit.

veston, Tex., of yellow fever.

Mu.

gone

J. All)eiti has

The drug store of

Chicago for

to

Dr.

Aunis is

The

lot of horses.

in this city

The schow Spray

W.

hauled out at An-

is

in session

The Phoenix Planing

is

coming

slow. The

in

The

farmers

little

Gin Sling

be sold under mortgage sale.

are holding back their wheat.

is

the name of a Chinese Stu-

The
have

Misses Helen and Lizzie Cappon

-home from long
—

arrived

J.

De Spelder, who

is

will expose for sale

produce exchange has been established.

to-day (Saturday) on the block, the hebt

(Sunday).

and
is being erect-

finest meat ever

butcheredin

The

this city.

utmost the whole carrying

fleet on

the

G. 8. Desne A Co’s Steel Plow. Is one of the
beet and moet popular plows In the nurkel. This
plow ha* two kinds of pointers, also Steel
Coulters.

St.

Capt. J. Niemeyer, of

the schooner
Andy Todd, Jake Levy, Edgar P. Currier,
Grand Haven, and family, made D. Paul, Brown.
short visit to this city on Thursday last.
Wm. Verbeek, P. M.

a

--

-«••>

Mns. Sarah Bcrgy and Mrs. Smith, of
Hesples, Canada, are here on a visit.
They are the mother and

McDonald of

th

s

been visitinghere

Thh body
drouued by

A MEETING

.

who

in the

house on Tuesday, Aug. 24, at

was

on

rods from the beach,

Wednesday

last,

ded

to

manufacture

is first-class
is good,

WOODEN WAKE,

in

San Francisco

Mint, in 1878, there was lost only $29.

The

carpet,

which had been down

-

—

v
store of’

no wonder, for

to the value of

about

us that a team

to

it is

advantagesthat

ot Mr. E. Brink was

taken the same night.
writing no clew to the

Up

that will do

to this present

thieves. y

a

beauty. Mr. ilcaid’s

Mr. John Van Strien, the well known

it

is in fact the

only

drill

St.

Derrick's Bukins' Powder is the most popular
article used at present. If you have not tried it,
then go and ask your grocer for
50-Mm.

five

Joslin&Breyman, Dr.H.A.Scliouten,
IPiROfiPIRIETCm .

fGIpcb^

This new store will keep a full supply of the

and

Writing Material, Snuff,
And the

land. Cull and see them.

speaks about him thus: “Dr.

E

Watchmakers |

(for

Jewelers,

And almost everything else belongingIn
stockeddrug store.

Silver

of a large hall of fire.

the

The

are glad to
lost*

We

the

call the attentionof our

more

first

that our

county

him

serious than was observed in

lias proved himself to he,

and

a

We

Compound Syrup

the State. Give them

when you

a

call

and a

trial

go to Grand Rapids.

At about 10:30

in the

evening of Thu

day the hells announced another fire. This’
time a fire had

begun

by

some unknown

instance.

on die sccdfio^ofirof the large double
store of Mr. W. Wakker, on the corner of

J. R.

Gold Peas.

Hoij.and.March

1880.

‘24.

ing up of these crossingshas diminished E. G. Johnson, in Holland, to match me
commerce of this city to a great extent in a Collar and Elbow contest on or before

th«

already, but the additional sacrilege of the 1st day of September, 1880, for $23.00
willfullybreaking a funeral in two will aside and door money; he best 3 in 5,

be the feather that breaks the governed by Ed. James’ Rules. Each
man to wrestle in jackets.
camels back.

per/uips

Ninth and River

streets, furniture dealer.

is

Yours Respectfully,
H. P. McKinght.

estimated that the population
Ration oT\

REPLY.

he United States will foot up in roundj
lumbers, not less than 48.000,000,
oofc/iris

Upon

condition that a purse will be

Judge Stone claimed in made up, instead of betting,I will accept
m speech at Luce’s hull on Tuesday the challenge. I wish it distinctly undervening (week ago) that the great increase stood that I am not a professional, nor

inderstood that

The engines and water were close at hand
and the

fire

was put out after a hard

fight,

although the upper part of the building

decade in populationis due to never was before the public as a sporting
sustained considerable damage. The
he Republican party. Well, no one will man.
greater part of the furniture on the first
Yours Respectfully,
Woubt the Republicansdid their share of
Ed. G. Johnson.
floor, which was the costliest, was saved
/work in that respect, hut the judge ought
and stored in neighboringbuildings.The
to credit the Democrats with a little indusITEMS.
total damage is not yet known, hut is covtry. We are not disposed to quarrel with
ered bj insurance.
the judge v
when he claims that the Repub- The Oracle Barker left Monday night
the especial aid of John SherWe have often wondered at the smal
for Chicago to be used as a pleasure boat
man
caused
the sun to shine, the rains to
number of accidentswhich occur here in
during the session of the Grand Conclave.
n the last

|

GRAND HAVEN

or on Black Lake, compared with the

fall, and

gentleman wanted to be very gallant, and weather in Europe which destroyed their week.
give a young lady a boatride at the harbor; crops, and as a result increased our prices?

The Muskegon and Alpena left Sunday
he helped her in, then stepped on the All this we are willing to admit, but we
night crowded with passengersfor Chiedge of the boat, saw that it was going to are not willing to admit that all the babies
cago. The Muskegon Commandery of
tip, and like a regular 'tar’(?) hurried over born within the last decade belong to the
Knight Templars was on the Muskegon,
to the other side, and capsized it, nearly Republican party or even to John Sherand the horses of De Molay Commandery,
drowning the young lady. 8be was saved man. Come, judge, be a little generous,
of Grand Rapids, were distributed on both
and so was he. All is well that ends well, as well as wise.— G'r. Rapidt Democrat.
few

years,

and

think of

how

often boys

had to be helped out of scrapes with

and row

H

boats, and

had to be

sail

rescued,

‘picked up,’ tiMl towed to the shore, etc.,

Lake.

boats.

FOR SALE.

r

TO

Glafs, Paints, Oils*

Brushes, Sash, Doors, Blinds,
Drain

Tie Great Eiropeai Hemeir-Dr.

J.

B.

selling goods cheap— call
The trial of Henry Worms was finished
at Harrington’sclothing store, and you
on
Friday lost. The court ssid he should
will find coats from 50 cents upward,
whole suits for $2,50, $2,75 and so on up- pay a fine of $50, and the costs of suit—
ward. A large stock of suspenders—dirt $18.28 added thereto,in default thereof be
cheap. The finest line of collars
imprisoned for sixty days; to which sentence
E. J.

HARRINGTON.

{

Tile, Fence

cause

Worms demurred and appealed his
to the Circnit Court

Wire,

t

Pumps, Albastine,
Steam Fittings,

Packing,
etc.,

WOODEN AND IRON PUMP TOPS

NERVOUS SUFFERERS.

for

drive wells and pipe always on hand.

Sipi’s

Wringer Rolls Repaired.

Specific Melicine.
positivecure for Spermatorrhrea, Semina]
Weakness. Impotency,uml all diseases resulting
from Self-Abuse, as Mental Anxiety. Loss ol Memory. Pains in
HKroHK.
AFTER.
Back or Side
and diseases
that lead to
It Is a

Consumpt 'n
Insanity and
an earl y
grave. The

Holland, Mich., May

20, 1880. 15

3m

Again in Business.
The undersignedha* again opened a

Specific.)
jeciflcMedi
cine is belt)
ng

store of

general merchandise, on the corner of

used with
wonderfulsuccess.
Pamphelts sent free to all. Write for them and

Eiyhth and Hirer Streets,

whore he hopes to see all hla old customers, and
get full particulars.
Price, Specific,f 1 per package, or six packages as many new ones a* may deem It to their advantage
to deal with him.
for $5. Address all orders to
J. B. SIMPbuN MEDICINE CO.,
The stock of goods offered for sale consists of
Nos. 1G4 and IrtflMain St., Buffalo, N.Y.
}
Sold In Holland by D. K.
61-ly.

Mkkros.

mcBisrix

Provisions Etc.,

Planing Mill
In rebuilding our

Coutrj Produce, Butter wiEgp,

new shop we havo purchased
entirely new

Holland, April 17,

And we are

confident

we can

satisfy all

in

Etc,, Etc,,

Exchange.

Call and See for Yourself.

Machineryof the most Approved Patterns,

J. Dnnrsema.
18001
10-

who

want

Planing, Matching,
OR

Re-Sawing Done.
WK HAVE

A

STEAM

DR/IT X

I

DRYING OF LUMBER WK SHALL
MAKE A SPECIALTY.
DOORS, SASH

AND BLINDS,

Or anything In oar line mADafactnred on short
notice.

38-lv

WERKMAN

MEAT MARKET
— IN THE —
FIRST WARD.

LIST

AND nut

Talk about

at

IRON,

rpHE

Taken

foolish and dangerous experiments

you may say, but when we recall only a

fifl-ly

KLEYN

HARDWARE, BAR

consequently abundant crops to

grow, because their is no other party ^A number of complaintsfor violation
in boating. To the unknowing ones we which may dispute that claim with them. of the Liquor Law in keeping saloons open
consider a boat more dangerous to handle Did the Republican party and John Sher- on Sunday, have been made before Justice
than a vicious horse. A few days ago a man cause the frosts and unfavorable Pagelson, and will be tried during next
many

all boors,

Dealer in

6— ly.

i

It

night.

All Kinds ok Spectacles.

delegates to a senatorial conventionto he
hereafter called. Every voter of Ottawa

process, perhaps spontaneouscombustion,

fills

Rhubarb.

of

Prescriptionscarefully compound nt
day or

the

most desirable acquisition.”

wmm

legislativeand county ticket, and electing

retail

cheaper than any house in

m

A-ISTD

followingdescribed Lots In the City of
Of late we have heard of several comcounty who is in favor of electing WinHolland. I will sell at the following prices.
Messrs. Korlluoder & Grady. This firm plaintsin regard to the manner in which
Lot 9. Block F, Lot fl. Block G, West Addition JITS
has moved their business to the store switching-engines on the C. & \V. M. It. It field Scott Hancock President of the each*. Lot 18. Block 8. Lot «, Block 11, South West
Addition $17ft each. Lois 1, 2, 3. 4, 6 A fl in Block
formerlyknown as the “Grange Store,” interferewith funeral processions on United States,is invited to he present and 25, as organized nlnt near the .d.L.S.depot at
take part in the primaries, the object of $225 each, except Lots 1 A 2 which are $:Vni each
Nos. 34 and 30 Ionia street, which they the Eighth street crossing. The latest
Also fi lots West of First avenue at $125each. The
have fixed up handsomely.The store is instance was on Thursday afternoon,at which will he the sending of delegates to above will he sold for a small payment down. Also
the
following Lots 10. It, 12. t'S. and 14, in Block
tins convention.
40x128, and is one of the largest in the the funeral of Mrs. Groeneveld.We have
K. Lots 2, 4. 5 and i in Block II. The above will
be sold on long credit and small payments down.
city. They are gentlemen in all their no doubt that the proper way to stop this Fur the llulland City Newt.
Apply to,
dealings and do a large business. TJiey is to have the city authorities try the
M. D. HOWARD.
Big Rapids, Mich., Aug. 15.
do a cash business and by so doing are efficacy of the law. The frequent blockMr. Editor.— I hereby challenge Mr.
sell

DR.

m-Biiis

is not to

people of Overysel and Fillmore will find

This same squall

liquor dealers to the new advertisement of

enabled to

firm are the manufacturers of

SCHOUTEN'S

so good a physician and citizen as Dr.

Yates

appearance

know

funeral out, cracking the plaster and the wall per- 1880, for the purpose of nominating a full
haps

well

Jewelry & Fancy Goods.

rail Line

citizens generally.

a

Ware, Watches, Clocks,
The above

O. Yates

succeed to the practice of Dr. Best.

harm in the city. One streak
of lightning, which was thought to have
struck somewhere in the city, was seen to

Liquors,

Medicinaluse only,)

village and go to Overysel, where he will

but did no

and had

assortmentof

PAINTS AND OILS,

DEALERS IN

of Plainwell has determined to leave Hint

stiike Black Lake,

finest

Wines &

E. O.

Iji'st

finest

Utdiciitt,Ptrhsms, Toiltt Article, Cigars,

did some damage at Zeeland, where the
The disease was ol a pulmonary nature. lightning struck the chimney of the new
of
A DemocraticCounty Convention will
Mr. Van Strien leaves many friends, not school house, half demolishing it, going he held nt the Court House in the city of
alone among his Holland countrymen hut down and knocking a window and frame Grand Haven, on Wednesday, Sept. 1st, RepairingXeatly and Promptly Executed.

among

DRUG STORE,
Three doors East of Kruisenga’s Store.

Yates, of Plainwell.The Allegan Journoi

not consideredcritical until quite lately.

will take place to day (Saturday).

WARD

FIRST

son was cured of a had cold by the use of

and business in Overysel to Dr.

good work on certain kinds of

from the northweston Thursday morning,

Grand Rapids Stmidnard
died at 7 o’clock on Thursday evening at
his residence,No. 272 Sheldon street.
Mr. Van Strien has been in poor health
for a year or more, hut his condition wa-

Sons.

etc.

Dr. R. B. Best has sold his residence

A ferocious looking squall came up
proprietor of the

to

years, was taken up lust spring, cut up in-

looking machine, and lias such peculiar

tjciO. It is reported

Van Pntten

It.

half a bottle. It goes like wildfire, and
The Graafhcliap post office, and
warehouse is lull of all kinds of farming
makes cures wherever it is used.” Sold
Mr. Mokma, were entered by tuirglars on implements,and among others he pointed
Sunday night last. They look some out to us a shoe drill. This is a unique by I). K. Meengs, Holland,Mich.

money, postage stamps, and other goods,

FIRST CHOICE
G.

exceed his expectations, this summer, and

*

THE

Holland, April 24th. 1880.

GRAND RAPIDS MICH.

Qromhcd this week. We
to small pieces, and burned In pans. The
show
him,
however,in our next
Rlack Luke. The arrangementsare being
debris was put through the same process as
perfected to make it a very enjoyable issue that he either don’t kimx the meaning the mining dust, and there was got from
of the words “sumptuarylaws,” or willatluir. Tell your friends!
the old carpet $2,300!
fully perverts their meanmg; and his plea
Have you paid yet lor your paper? Well, /(//* hypocrisyis something which he will
Jabksii Snow, Gunning Cove, N. S.,
why don't you? You don’t waul to slat ve find is not very well appreciatedamong writes: "I was completely prostrated with
us out of existence, do you? We don’t a Chiutum people.
the Asihma, hut hearing of Dr. Thomas’
want a solitary hypocrit on our list! If
Eclectric Oil, I procureda bottle and it
Mu. R. K. Heald informs us that his
you can’t pay, say so. If you will uol
diil me so much good, that I got another,
sales of the South Bend Chilled plow far
pay, say so. But by all means, say someand before it was used I was well. My

— - —

GREAT VARIETY OF HATS.

A

And Wholesale DealersIn SPICES,

intend to

thing!

of the choicest

CALL SOON AND GET

22 South Division

$22,000,000 in gold at the

replying to the

day, Sept. 1st, by boat to the harbor of

full line

GIROCIEHyllES

Baking Powders

In coining $20,000,000in silver and

Press of other work prevents us from

LARGE.

fine line of Notions.
A

AND

will

and patronize home

Call at Dcmings

2-r).

IS

making and selling more plow points

duslry.

this city have deci-

hold a public picnic on Wednes-

A
Co.

S:0:A:P:S

we can testify ourselves, from experience.

W. Dikkema, Chairman.
The Odd Fellows of

GOODS

S4-Sm

Goodrich &

Tolford,

Demiug, our iron founder,

4 o’clock,

By order of the Township Com.

near the place where the accident occurro

II.

and very strong. That his work

Town-

the steamer Heath, p. m., for the purpose of nominatingdelefound lloating a few gates to go to the County Convention,to

Grand Haven, Aug.

Wm.

find out that his

oil'

he held in

1880.

printing office.

of the Republicansof Hol-

land Township will he held

OUR STOCK OF GENERAL DRY

DEANE A SUN.

MaDufac Hirers of

Mr.

Cashmeres and

A full line of

type setters in the Bishop’s private

is

last.

Rapids, July 2J,

feature of

and plows than ever before. Farmers

in

immssimiHLiHLSM,

work

caused a riot.

home

Grand

up by

Planstiebl,who has

was

a few days ago,

The

is 730 pages long, and wholly set

The Jews’ quarter, a very picturesque
Zulu
Amsterdam,has been robbed

G. 8.

war has been prepared

by Bishop Colenso of Natal.

forbidden to expose their wares in the

of young Stimson,
falling

relating to the Zulu

open air. The enforcement of the order

for a lew days since his

on Thursday

Government Blue Books

of its chief attraction by venders being

return from Europe, left for his
Illinois

of the

of Mrs. A.

sister

city.

^~Rkv. Albert A.

A digest

-

EMBROIDERIES.

& Bridge Strs.

Cor. Canal

office at

Presto, of

a full line of

Table Linens

Lisr of letters remaining in the post- Lawrence.
Holland,Mich., Aug. 18th, 1880:

It looks well.

of—*—

Genuine British Hose, Etc.

Deane's new patent Guage wheel for plows and
cultivators Is n novettv.One of fhls kind of
wheels will lust longer than six of any kind now In
use It keeps dirt from the axle, and can he oiled
same as a buggy wheel.

arrivalsof coru at Montreal from

the west are enormous, and tux to the

nice. Go and see!

It is indeed very

ed for Mrs. R. Pieters, is nearing comple-

tion.

Orleans expects to export 30,000,-

000 bushels of grain uext season, and a

Mr. J. Kuite says he

to stand the hardest test.

Ladies' «C Gents, Hosiery,

New

Reformed Church to morrow.
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has died in the hospital at Gal*
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JUST

G. S. Deans & Son,

dead.

A VAN ARK.

The undersignedannounces to the Pablic that
they have finlsnedtbelr new Meat-Market,and are
now ready to supply their customerswith all kinds
of Meat* and Sausages. By promptness and fair
dealing they feel confident ofgivlBK satisfactionto
all those who wish to favor them with part of their
trade.
The stand Is one door west of O.
Son’s Hardware Store.

—
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........ J,
Holland, Joly 14, 1878.
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THE PENNILESS ORPHAN.
HY HATTIE F.

Oh

H.

quently somewhat dazzltnl and l)ewil- were beginning to glance suspiciously at
dered. He began to be doubtful about our hero, and so he turned into a more
finding his level that night, as the even- retired street and determinedto search
ing was rapidly weariiiK away, and an- for a cheap lodging place.

CRMST.)

ainio Mi the worM,
Ami the world earea not frr me;
The rich man shove* me rudely a>itle;
I am poor, hut what earen he?
“ A penny, hlr," hut no, it’s refilled;
He hid* me not to annoy
!

1

ui)

all

other question was beginning to trouble
him, namely : How was he going to
reach the higher walk of life without more

CREED.

the old man would object to your trying
it again after the water is let out ? ”

“No,” said Maud/ “I

dou’i

HY J. O. WHITTIEll.

mean

hold that Christiangrace abounds
Where chanty is seen ; that when
We climb to heaven, 'tla on the rounds
Of love to men.
I hold all else named piety
A selfish scheme — a vain pretense
Where center Is not can there lie

that, for ho is very fond of me, and I
am sure he would be glad to encourage
so worthy a— that is— oh, what am I
saying ? ”

VI.

I

Old Mr. Muggletou, whom we left
money? How was he to be a high- at the residence of Maud’s father, wend- Then George Adolphus began to see
He no- er felt the bitiu* want
Circumference?
()f tlie peuulleM orphan boy.
toned gentleman and live in a loitier at- ed his way homeward, filled with bitter how the land lay, but, as a ball-room is
This I moreover hold, and dare
mosphere
than
that which pervaded the disappointment.He had long regarded not a favorableplace for a tableau, he
A ladv arrayed in jewels ami silks
Affirm,where'er my rhyme may go
meat-shops,with so small a sum its 85 Maud with tenderness, and had desired mastered his impulse to catch Maud in
Is still more heartless than he
Whateverthings 1k> sweet or fair,
She sullenly asks if the walks were made
Love makes them so.
cents in his pocket ? As he walked to oft'er his hand and fortune, and now his arms, and merely observed in a
For such n wretch as me ;
Whether it 1m> the lullabies
gloomily along the strange thorough- he felt that he was rejected. He had wliisper that she was a gem of the first
And she shuns the path that I have trod.
That charm to rest the nestlingbird.
As though 'twcrea heinous sin
Or that sweet confidence of sighs,
are, busy with these troublesome reflec- seen nearly four-score years of bachelor- water, and that he would give his conTo even step where the shmlles*feet
And blushes without word
tions, he heard loud tones issuing from hood, and it was getting monotonous. sent, too.
Of the iKKRar boy had lieeu.
Whether the duzz'ing and the flush
a mansion which he was just passing. A , He dragged himself wearily and sadly
Of Boftly-HpiuptuouHgarden bowers,
Old Muller sat in his library that
A wretch " Oh, the tears are starting now.
Or by some cabin-door,or bush
moment
later the front door opened and j ]lomC| and retired to his couch in wretch- night when Maud and Adolphus entered
For I remeiulierthat mother dear
Of rugged flowers.
a slight female figure burned silently• e(ple8H<
WTio always called me sweet,pet names,
'Tis not the wid* plylactery,
the house, and the young man was soon
But she’ is no longer here
out into the street,and, passing by
Nor Htubl>ornfas!, or stated prayers,
prostrated at his feet, clasping him
For God has taken her sirirlt home,
That makes us saints; we judge the tnw
with a quick, determined tread, was
VII.
Where the holy angels dwell
tightly around the legs, and imploring
By the fruit it bears.
soon out of sight.
Oh, He was kind to take her away,
And when a luati can live apart
The clock had just struck 11, and the his permission to marry his daughter.
He doeth all things well"
f ro:n work, on theological
trust,
town was as silent as the grave, when
“Ahem !” remarked Muller.
I know the blood about his heart
IV.
In the dim old attic yonder she died,
Is dry as dust.
two villainous- looking men, with muttled
George Adolphus thought this rather
And none save me was nigh
When Maud recovered from the shock faces, broke open the street door of a meaningless remark was a favorable inAh ! I forget, the angels were there.
which her father s angry words had giv- iJirge mansion where an ancient bachelor dication. and so squeezed the old man’s
And the stars were in the sky
PITH AM) POINT.
en her, i-lie immediately determined lav dreaming of a superciliousmaiden legs harder than before.
I know I held her in my wee arms,
Close tty the window pane.
I upon a course of action. She resolved
who had declinedto meet him in her par“Come, young man,” said Mr. Multhe hiziest boy can catch n lickAnd told her hi look upon the world
' that she would be turned out of doors
She ne’er would view again.
lor a few hours before. The men passed ler, “ you are filling my slippers with lnhrbefore she would consent to go to the safely into the house, and were seen tears,
Rise up and let go my legs.” The girl who chalks her cheeks thinks
And then, upon a pallet of straw,
opera
with an antediluvian relic, who standing by the bedside of the dreamer.
“Oh, do you give your cousent?” it is better to mark the miss than miss
I iaid her down to die.
waited for her in the parlor. She called A moment later a swift blow fell upon sobbed George
And there we lay, heart pressed to heart,
the mark.
My dying mother and
her father back and told him her deter- the unconscious millionaire, but before
The tire in the grate was low,
“Consent ” roared the old banker, j “ How sad !” .»xclaimed one blade of a
mination. The result was that the proud it could be related the assassin was
And the lamps were burning dim,
“ heavens and earth ! Of course I do. I pair of scissors to the other ; “ how sad
And the walls of that low attie cell
young beauty was promptly ejected stricken to the floor. His companiones- Here, Maud, take this lunatic away and Wo only meet to sever !”
Were than death more gnm.
through the hall door ; for she it was cajied. The police were summoned by get me a dry pair of socks.
The compositor who set up “pimpled
She died just as the morning wok*
who had passed George Adolphus as he , the servants, who had by this time beeii
And they were happy ever afterward,
To usher in the new-ltorn.lay,
chops” for “dimpled cheeks” didn't
wandered in search of his level.
aroused by the noise, and the captured — Detroit Free From.
And soon the dark-browed sexton came
look a bit natural in death.— J/wA
When Mr. Muggletou had waited for man was led away in irons.
And hore her form away:
.1/7/0.
And I was thrust into the street,
Maud until he was tired, and on the
“ Who is this vonng man that has
A la-ggar child, to roam
jx*int of leaving, Mr. Muller entered the
“ Hands wanted on boys’ pants,” is
followed these villains and risked his
Amid the city wilderness.
A Decayed Treasure.
oom, and, apologizing for the non-ap- own life to save mine?” asked the
With neitherfriendsnor home.
the daily advertisement in the newspaPtTTSKIELl*,Mass.
Mr. J. R. Alexander, who lives about pers. Twas always thus from childhood's
pearance of his daughter by saying that wounded man.
five miles northeast of here, in Jackson
she had a violent headache, begged him
hour.
“ My name is George Adolphus ClarCounty, in breaking up a piece of newly- ^ ^ t ^ ^ ^
to Come again in a few days, as Maud
THE GOLDEN HAIR-PIN,
“ Yor never saw mv hands as dirty ns
endon,” was the prompt reply.
would then be delighted to see him.
land, a fcw days am*, plowed up 1 ihat,"' sahh^iK-tula'id motiler to her lit“George Adolphus,” said the million- doaml
a box twelve inches long and eight inchrs
The truth was that Mr. Muller had no
I.
tle girl. “No, hut your nm did," was
aire, “ you have done a brave and
George Adolphus Clarendon was a idea of punishing his daughter’sdisobe- noble deed. I am mortally wounded square. The plow striking it, it burst tin* reply.
young man of pleasing presence,whose dience with ]H*rmanentbanishment.He and must die in a few hours, but you open. The contentshad been so far deAn old farmer said of his clergyman,
age was not far from 20 years. His reasoned that she would surely go to shall be rewarded. You shall be my cayed that when the air struck them they whose sermons lacked point, “ He’s a
crumbled
to
dust.
Enough
to
show
that
father had long and successfullycon- some of her friends, and return in peniheir.”
;

;

j

;

;

;
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ducted a most exemplary meat-market at
the corner of Market and St. Chur
streets,in the thriving village of Westford, in Central New York, and had
amassed a competence by fair and honorable means. But the son held the
mean business in abhorrence,and steadfastly refused to entertain the thought
of following it for a livelihood.He conceived himself to be formed of a quality
of clay quite above the average, and was
often heard muttering in his sleep about
the “higher walks of life." Old Mr.
Clarendon was a stem father,and he determined that, if George Adolphus would
not sell meat, he should be compelled to
engage in the distributionof tracks,
with the heels toward tin* paternal mansion. George Adolphus accepted the
jieripatetic alternativewith cheerful
alacrity,and went on an aimless tramp.
He said he was going in search of his

thev had been paper bill? of the donum-

tence in the morning.

George Adolphus followed swiftly on
after the young lady, hardly knowing
why he dill so, feeling irresistiblydrawn
by some unaccountablepresentiment
that all was not well with her. In a few
moments he came up with her and followed at

a little distance,

watching her

which lay deep hidden in her heart

restle-sgirl kept walking rapidly on. At

length a small foot-bridgeacross the
canal was reached. The girl paused
;

was her purpose a desperate one?
George Adolphus asked himself this
question and many more beside as he
lingered in the shadows close behind

Murmuring something to the effect
that the heaving, white-crested billows
Maud Muller was the only child of a which rolled at her feet would soon emretired banker in the sleepy town of brace her and free her from her wretchCouponville,an aristocratic village in edness, Maud began to take down her
one of the eastern counties of Ohio. hair.
Maud’s charms, both physicaland men“Going to swim ?" asked a voice betal, were the rarest ever lavished upon
hind her.
woman, and she had been favored with
She turned and beheld a stranger
every advantage of education that money
standing close at her hand. At first she
could purchase. Her beauty and accould not utter a word. Presently, howcomplishments had made her the idol of ever, she said, in tones that betrayed her
a largo circle of young men, to not one
intense excitement.
of whom had she ever given the slight“ Oh, sir, do not thwart my purpose.
est encouragement.They swarmed unI desire to put an end to my trouble— I
der her chamber windows on moonlight
wish to sleep beneath the wave.”
nights and made the long hours hideous
“ There isn’t any wave there,” said
with their catenvaulings,until old MulGeorge Adolphus. “ The canal's dry.
ler got tired of it, and stole around the
You'll break your neck if you jump otf
corner of the house with it gun loaded
this bridge.”
with teiqH*nny nails and let drive at the
“ But I want to find a grave in the
flock, killing three outright and wounding four others so that they died the fob I want the blue billows
lowing morning. That was the kind of to fold me in everlasting slumber, where
man Mr. Muller was, hut he was exceed- the sea-weeds grow in sunless gloom.”
"But I tell you, my dear lady, there
ingly fond of his daughter and had alisn't any restlessdeep anywhere around
ways been kind to her.
One evening as Maud was emerging here. You’d better put it off till the
from h«r boudoir, where she had been canal opens. Here you are talking about
sleeping beneath the billows, when the
scrutinizing a large mirror and dressing
for the opera, she was met by her father water won't m* 1-t on in a month yet.
with the information that Mr. Muggle- And, besides, if you want to be folded
in everlasting slumU-r, it would Ik* wise
ton waited in the parlor.
Now Mr. Muggletou was an ancient for you to jump into a well. You'd have
a sure thing then.”
fossil, who had taken a great fancy to
“ That would be horrible!” exclaimed
Maud, and, as he was a man of high
Maud,
with a shudder.
social standing and great wealth, Mr.
“ Yes,” replied George Adolphus; “ it
Muller had thought best to encourage
bim as much as possible, hoping that would spoil the well.”
Maud felt that George Adolphus was
his daughter would have the good
sense to offer no objection on account right. True, he did not appear to enter
very much into the tragic spirit of the
of age.
situation.
He ought to have dropped
“Mr. Muggletou is waiting," repeated
uj>on his knees and implored her to forMr. Muller.
“Well, give him my compliments, get her trouble and sip a little longer
and tell him to keep on wait.ng,"re- the nectar of life. He ought to have
pictured to her imaginationa fair-haired
turned Maud, with some spirit.
girl
lying with pallid face and marble
“ But don’t you intend to go down?
form in the silent bosom of the canal,
Arc you going to be rude?”
“Oh, ves,” replied Maud, with an ! where the dolphin sports unseen and
injured air, “I’ll go down and stroke the mermaids comb their locks in shadhis shiny old bald head, and ask him owy solitude. But he did nothing of
about his children and his grandchil- the sort. He told her to go home and
dren-, and I'll ask him to give me some practice in the cistern.
Maud thought the matter over for a
personal recoil- ctions Of Noah. And, if
moment,
then bursting
into tears she
you like, I’ll go to the opera with
,
and I’ll ask him if there was better tab "nin”
‘‘and of our hero and ran
II.

eyes.

to rally

(

brave man, refusing to be blindfolded or
VIII.

to knot

it?” “Indade, mum, it was myself that
did it," replied Bridget. “Isn’t it pritty,
I did it with your fine-tooth

1.

In a brilliantly lighted ball-room in
Mr. Alexander tells a straight story,
Couponville,gayest of the gay, and ad- and we have no right todoubt its correctmired of all admirers, Aland Muller ness. Manv who are now citizens here
promenaded to and fro like a fairy queen. remember the shooting of the boy, and
Her wretchedness had departed with old know the place where he was buried.—
Mr. Aluggleton, but she had not for- Fleamnt Jlitl (Mo.) llevicw.
gotten the night when a stranger had
rescued her from self-destruction, and
Nerve-Grafttog.
she secretly longed to know who it
was that Imd saved her from herself.
Dr. J. Gluck, of Bucharest, lately
She closely scanned every gentl man brought before the ninth congressof the
that entered the room, as if in half- German Society of Surgery of Berlin
frightened expectancy. She had heard , some interesting results of experiments in
of Mr. Clarendon, the young millionaire, nerve-grafting. He cut out a portion of
but, as he had not appeared much in so- the sciatic nerve of a fowl, and then
ciety, she had not met him. Of course removed a similar i>ortionof the same
she was not curious, for she was a wom- nerve from the leg of a rabbit, and jJaced
an, and women are not curious ; yet she this in the leg of a fowl, uniting the two
could not feel easy after learning that ends by sutures. The nerve united, and
Mr. Muggletou ’s heir was present, till the paralysis caused, of course, by the
she had signified her willingness to have excision of the piece of nerve was recovered from. He repeatedthe experiment,
him presented.
As George Adolphus advanced, arm- and exhibited the successful results,
in-arm with itn acquaintance,a percepti- showing the fowls with full restoration of
ble pallor overspread Maud’s counten- power. He was led to these experiments
ance. Was it caused by the peculiar by the result of a case of nerve suture.
pin that ornamented his shirt-bosom? Paralysis of the median had resulted from
She tried to convince herself that the the extensive destruction of tin* tissue of
pin signified nothing: Perhaps he had the arm by gangrene. Dr. Gluck cut
picked up the hair-pin in the the street down on the radial nerve and found that
on that eventful evening she so well re- ! part of fthe nerve was destroyed, He

1

!

!”

The jewel of a servant girl is the one
who hangs all her mistress’ embroidered
underwear on that portion of the line
most eouspieuous to the neighbors’

of

res^'^s

cut on the hoards
aelali were young

;

“Can dogs find their way home from
at Snihills. The federals re- a longdistance?" says an exchange.
mained at Pleasant Hill, and were order- It’s according to the dog. If it’s one
ed to break up into companies.
you want to get rid of, he can find his
canal bridge a “bridge of sighs?” Why
Air. Alexander’s company captured live
had she sought a watery grave ? And if men whose names were George Gann way home from California. If it’s a good
she wanted to rid herself of sorrow why (who lives in Greentown Valley ), Bledsoe one, he’s apt to get lost if he g<>es
around the coiner.
didn’t she jump oft’ a house instead of and Lisle (Mr. A. says he forgets the
" Ake animals color-blind?” asks a
hunting up a dry canal, full of broken other names), and also a boy eighteen
glass, iron and old boots? These ques- years old captured at the same time. scientific journal. Well, our opinion is,
if that querist were to put on a red shirt
tions were too much for George AdolThe boy was court-martialedand shot
phus. In less than a week he found here next morning for lairningto death and undertake to go across u lot containhimself in a perfect fever of mental ex- some women and childrenat Lawrence. ing a bull, he could most satisfactorily
citement. He felt that he was growing Lisle turned State’s evidence and inform- answer that question without submitting
rapidly worse. It did seem as if he could ed on the others. Gann, Bledsoe and it to the press.— Waterloo O/^cnrr.
not get that hair-pin near enough to his one other were taken to Clinton, courtRowland, aged J (noticing a sear on
heart. He thought of swallowingit, martialed and shot. Lisle was taken to the hand
/;/i/////7//M,from a perbut changed his mind and had it made Lexington and served in the same way. cussion-cap splinter) — “How did you
into a bosom- pin. In another week the When Gann was taken out to he shot, he hurt your hand, papa?" P. — “I was
malady had obtained so complete a mas- said he had buried $18,000, which he had shooting yesterday.” R.— “ What did
tery over him that he began to write taken from the Lawrence banks, on the you shoot? ” P.— “ Well, I shot and hit
poetry. He could not even think in hank of a creek at the south edge of Jack- a target.” R.— “ And did the target bite
prose, and when he read a newspaper son County. He told Adjutant-General your finger?"
the lines all seemed to commence with a Doyle that it would never do him (Gann)
“Why, Bridget," said her mistress,
capital letter and end with a jingle.
anygrod, and he’d he d — d if it should who wished to rally the girl, for the
Thus the weeks j/assinl wearily by do him Doyle) any good. Air. Alexanamusement of her company, upon the
without bringing the slightest intelli- der was present when Gann was shot,
fantastic ornamenting of a plate of butgence of the owner of the golden hair- and heard the conversation,and saw
ter. “ Why, Bridget, did you do this?
pin.
Gann shot. He says Gann died like a You're quite an artist ; how did you do

him back to the foot-bridge across
canal. Who was the beautiful
stranger that had almost made the

that she did not notice him. The street
tin*
now began to be deserted, but still the

him,

Ia' 'vil1 ruke

!’
!

The farmer understands human nature w ho said
" If you want your
hoy to stay at home, don’t bear too hard
on the grindstone when he turns the
crank.”

movements with the keenest interest.
certain memories that were linger- and a half miles from this town, and disBut Maud was so intent upon some puring then — memories that carried persed him. Quantrellordered his men
]>ose

m“u>

teeth upward
t<H'th 1’mvard

-

her.

proper level.

(-K01",1

The next morning there was crape on iuation of *100. In the lid of the Ih.x
the door of the Muggletou mansion, and
were cut in rude letters:“August 2d,
George Adolphus Clarendon was a 1S(>4— $18,000.” The story in relation to
millionaire. He had suddenly landed this is as follows, and was given to us by
in the lap of luxury. He could not Mr. Alexandi r: Air. Alexander was a fedhave been more completely taken by eral soldier, and at the time of the Lawsurprise if he had suddenly succeeded
. , renee raid, was stationed at Osceola.
to the English crown.
And yet his ^ 'j’|„.so f, s w,.n. ordered to Pleasant
magical elevation to wealth and position Hill to intercept Quantrell. They met
did not so engage his mind as to dispel him on the west bank </f Big Creek, one

mum?

comb,

mum.”

A

tall, slab-sided Yankee, who
strolled down Manhattan beach last
Monday, on seeing the lievy of beauties*
disportingin the waves, burst into a fit
of enthusiasm. “Je-ru-sa-lem! if that
don’t jest remind me of something g<»od
we have to hum.” “ What is that !’’ remarked a friend, who heard him.
“ What is it?” said Jonathan, smacking
his lips ; “ ’busses in water."
We

have endured, with commendable

patience, the appallingphantom of the
young man who wears two watches ;

with Christian resignationand patience
we have borne with the young man who
wears his watch in tin* outside pocket of
his coat, hut when we meet the elegant
youth who wears his silk-embroidered
socks outside his slippers to show the
monogram on the toes, there is going to
be bloodshed,and don’t you forget to

remember it.—

Hurt ini/ton Jfaiek-Fijr.

The Wrong Leg.

The Portland Advertiser t«-lls the following story : There was an eminent
sergeant-at-law
some years ago who had
membered. But when she heard his i united the two ends by sutures, and a cork leg that was a triumph of artistic
voice she withered like* a stricken flow- , the man regained the power of motion, deception. None but bis intimatesknew
er. George Adolphus was puzzled. So which he had etirely lost. Of course, the for certain which was the real and which
were all the bystanders.It was a very experiments of nerve-grafting in animals, was the sham limb. A wild young wag
singular ease indeed, they all said adds the Lancet, do not warrant the ex- of the “uttar bar,” who knew the serPresently, however, Aland rallied, as pectation that a similar result could be | geant pretty well, onci* thought to utilshe and George Adolphus were left obtained in the case of the human sub- ize this knowledge of the sergeant’s
ject. It is well known that the union and secret to take in a newly-fledged young
alone.
regenerationof nerves occur with greater barrister. The sergeant was addressing
“ Do you remember me?” she asked,
falteringly.“ Do you remember having facility in the case of the lower animals a special jury at Westministerin his usual
than in man.
earnest and vehement style, and the wag
seen me before ?”
whispered to his neighbor, “ You see
Suddenly the truth flashed upon
~ - His Parents.
George Adolphus like a national convenhow hot old buzfuz is over his case
A little 4-year-oldshaver in Troy, N
now, I’ll bet you a sovereign I’ll
tion bulletin.
., made an informalcall upon a newlythis pin into his leg up to the head, and
“Yes,” he replied, making an effort to
arrived neighbor, as some children are
control himself ; “ 1 remember a former
he’ll never notice it, he’s so absorbed in
wont to do. He was graciously received
meeting with you very well.”
by the lady of the house, who. after his case. He’s a most extraordinary
“I think papa would give his conman in that way.” This was more than
sent,” said Maud, very timidly.
“But you are not going to try it “ He don’t do nothin’,” responded voung J
Thewag
i g 1
again ? ” said George Adolphus in surhopeful. “ What does you!- mother do?” If "’.ustooa , undleaniugf)^
,

. ,

,

when he

i

and Alethu- s'Vi‘ • '10nu‘*
George* Adolphus stood upon the
Now, Maud,” said Air. Aluiler, “you bridge and watched Maud till she was
are making a f.»ol of yourself.Air. Alug- out of sight. As he stood there, wongleton never saw Noah in his life. As dering what it was that weighed so
to grandchildren,you know very well heavily upon the mind of this fair young
that he is a bachelor and hasn’t a rela- girl, he saw something glittering at his
tion in the world, so far as he knows. I feet. He stooped and eagerly picked it
command you to present yourself at uj). It was a golden hair-pin of peculonce, and if you don’t behave properly iar pattern. It occurred to him at once
there will lie a young lady about your that it must have been lost by the girl
size begging her bread in the streets be- when she took down her hair. He put
fore she is aware of it.”
it in his trousers pocket, thinkiug that
With these words the indignantfather it would l>e a handy thing to pawn for
turned on his heel and left Maud to breakfast. The more he tried to forget
choose which alternative she would. about this fair girl, and the previous prise.
p,uTl the
-She licks me !"
gof
lo
“ Oh, dear, no I ” exclaimedAland,
circumstance under which he had met
thf!
suggest,*-'
i^hot
made
the
heir
of
the
jury
her, the more persistentlythey rose be- “I don’t mean that. I think papa
While the events above narratedwere fore him. Presently he found himself would give his consent to— that is — I
A printer down in the city of 340,000 i stand on end and caused the Judge s wig
transpiring, a young man ijossessiug a laying plans to find out more about her, don’t think he’d object.”
I inhabitants, says “that the Chicago typo | almost to fall off, ran through the court,
dignified waring, and 85 cents in money, and then it dawned upon him that he!
“ Object to what ? ” asked George of a girl has a nonpareil head on
“ By Jove, it’s the wrong log, and I ve
was just entering tin* brilUantiy-lightedwas in love. He then tenderlyremoved i Adolphus, blandly.
j brevier body, and along primer foot.” lost my money, exclaimed the dismayed
•to\tn of Couponville in search of his the hair-pin from his trousers pocket “ Oh, dear ! ” exclaimed Maud,
1 But yon bet she is alive and counts one and conscience-stricken
wag, quite relevel. It was a larger town than he had and placed it next his heart. It was j “ Do you mean to say,” continued | of that 602,931 inhabitants.— CAica^o gardless of the pain he hud inflicted
over before seen, and he was cvnse- now getting very late, and the police George Adolphus, “ that you don’t think Inter' upon the learned sergeant.
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An Unpleasant Nort of Room-mate.
humble houses, but poorly finished ;
others are costly residences,adorned
Uriah Phelps, a well-to-domerchant
with paintings and statuary, and every- at Tyro, N. C., had a difficultywith some
City “ Dive,” and nn Ex-Senator thing that art can do to gratify the negroes in his store and ejected them.
Who In a tiainbliiiK Tramp
Fearing a return of the party again he
[H. J. II., In PhiladelphiaTime*.]
We make the world in wliich we live. secured the services of 0. W. Click, a
One name among the list of Territori- It is more disreputable to live in one young man living in the vicinity, who is
WILL
al Delegates I will not mention. He was that is dull and barren than it is to
quite well known in the neighlrorhood
Brrofutn, ScrofulousHumor. Cancer,Cancerous Rumor,
in the House for four years, anil from make our home in poor and dilapidated
us a somnambulist, and has once or twice
Erysipelas,Canker, Salt Hhrimi, Pimples or Humor
the time he entered it until the expira- houses.
walked out of the windows of his resiIn Hie Face, Coughs and Colds, Fleers, bronchitis,
tion of the second term he was greatly
Intelligencewill enable us to cope dence and hurt himself.The two retired
Neuralgia,inspepsta. HlieumnllMU.Pains In
respected. He was an exceptionally- with the problem of life, to endure its to rest at a late hour of the evening,
the Side, Constipation, Costlvencs*. Piles,
Dizzlura*.Headache,Nervousness,
ahle man, a thinker,a logician and a misfortunes with fortitude, and to bear both occupying the same com-h in the
Pains In the back, FalntiieM at the
brilliantspeaker. He was college-bred, its successes with moderation and wisstore near the counter. From subsequent
Blomadi, Kidney Complaints,
had spent years in foreign travel, was a dom.
Female Weakness and
! developmentsit seems that the sleeplawyer and had been in many responsiGenera: Debility.
The office of the eye is to give facts to walker got tip during the night and
ble otlicial positions. He had been in the mind. Things are not seen in a
picked up an ax lying near the place
This preparationIs sclentlfl rally and chemicallycomthe Legislatureof one of the Western true sense merely because they are where lie and his companion '•lept, and tdoed, and n> strongly concent lated from roots, heibsnnd
bar
t. that Its good erloctii are realised ImmedMelyafter
States, had been Receiver of Public : brought within the range of the vision, cut his bed-fellow’s head off. The next
yointuencing to lake It. There I* no disease of the liMiiau
Moneys and Surveyor General. W’liile but when they have stirred the mind and morning at daybreak Click gave the system for which the V to tv a a c nnot be used wllh etwm-r sartTT. as It does not containany metallic comin Congress he lectured before church J thoughts have been evolved.
alarm, and the neighbors came to the P un i. For eradicatingthe system of nil Impurltl-s ol
the blood It has no erjual.It has n ver failed to etltn l a
and scientificsocietieshere, and no man
So strong are the enjoyments of look- scene of tin* tragedy to find Phelp.V ure. givingtone nnd strength to the system debilitated
in Congress was more generally respect- 1 ing upon famous objects, or of treading
Its wonderful tfleds upon tne complaints
body on the bed, covered with blood. by disease.
are surprising to all. Many Dave been cur d by
ed. Would the reader like to know upon ground made sacred by events, The trunkless head had rolled sonn named
the VtGtTtSK that have tried many other reundles.
where this man is now ? He is still in that men cross broad oceans to visit distance from the spot, and was covered can well be culled
Washingtonand about as low in the hu- them. And through after life they are with gore, mutilatedand gashed terribly.
man scale as it is possiblefor a man to , wiser and happier for the knowledge Click was at once arrested and charged
THE GREAT
P1IPIER.
be. He first became the victim of a thus gained.
with tlu* crime. He says, however, and
gambler, \yho was himself at one time a
It may be that some are gifted witli his statement is generally credited, that
distinguishedmember of Congress from aptitudes in certain directions beyond lie knew nothing of the deed until he
Remarkable Cure of Scrofulous Face.
a great Western State. Together they others ; that some have facultiesfor
woke in the morning and found his comcarried on what they called private elub- learning, for arts, or for science, that
panion and friend dead. The somnamWtsnn.NSTtr..
Cohn..June
1^79.
rooins, and there they lleeccd their vic- gives them peculiar advantages in their
II. R. Srtvr.ss
bulist says that he lias no recollection of Mr.
/V«r .S’/r— t can testifyto the goo-1effectof your Meditims as they could catch them. They pursuits.
the terrible affair,but thinks that he cine. My ttle boy ha- 1 a Scrofula wiv break out on Ins
as large as aquaiterof ad" ar. and it w-iu down
were frequently raided by the police,but
When I am visited at my farm by must have got to divamiug about the head
his face from one ear to the other. utMer Ills eek, ami
they managed to get oil': but they sank those who feel no sympathy with nat- negroes who were expected to attack * was one Solid mass of Hires Two boll.es of >our vaiuah e
ure-lhim.
lower and lower each year, until finally ure, and say thev have no taste for Phelps, and had gotten up, armed him- VnotriM coiupletrlv
Very rupe-ifuilv.
they got to the lowest gone of “policy.” country life, I make up my mind they self with the ax, which he well knew
Min. G. It. TIIATCIIKU.
The ex-Congressinan iroin a Western do not like it because they do not know- where to find, and committed tin* deed,
State died a few years ago. The ex- enough about the world around them to
thinking he was striking one of the nel>t legate is now keeping one of the low- enjoy its beauties.
groes. The doors and windows were all
est dives in the city. His place is osNo one who has reached the age of found securely fastened,and nothing
PKETAUED bY
tensibly a cigar store, but a thin parti- three-scoreyears and ten would, upon
about tin* premises gave the least indiH. R.
Boylon, Mass.
tion separates it from a bagnio of the reflection,be willing to rub out from
cation that any one had forcibly entered
lowest character. The man daunts his the experiencein life the sorrows which
the apartment during the night. Click
shame in the broad glare of day, and may have softened his character,tin* mis- is a highly respectableyoung man, and
Vegetine is Sold by all Druggists.
be seen at almost any time sitting in takes which have taught him wisdom,
was on the most friendly terms with the
front of ids disgracefulabode in his or wrong-doings which he has ever re- deceased.
shirt-sleeves,brazenly facing people who gretted, and which, by their influences,
.vantfetert, und M ntkrra.
knew him in his better days.
have made the golden threads which
DR. MARCHISrS UTERINE CATHOLIOON will
Wa will send our Rlectro-Voltalobaits and olhet
Here is another case that almost may be formed in the texture of his Ur
u *r?uro
«uch its Falling of lh«
P.leotrloAppliances upon trial for d*ys to thosa
womb. Whlteg,Chronic Inflammationor Ulcer tion of
ifflictedwitn Aamou* DtbUily
i\f a t.«r.
makes one lose faith in human nature. moral character.
Uw Womb, IncidenUl Hemorrhage or Flooding. Painful,
*»"•
nature. Also of the Liver, Kldne)s.Rheumatism,
In ixbt there graduated from Harvard
Bappreaaedand Irregular Menatrnatlon.
Ac. An old amf
Paralysis,Ao. A «ur« cure uuaranU»<lor no puy.
reliableremedy.Send poaial card lor a pamphlet,with
Address Voltulc Melt Co., llua-abull. Mich.
University a young man of wonderful
A Person of Importance.
trealment,cure* and eeitificVeafrom pliy.icianaand
promise. He was 22 years old, and the
The hotel clerk’s chief idiosyneracy it
world opened bright and promising behis unrullled self-conceit. Whether he
fore him. He was, I believe, for a time
“ week In yonr own town. Terms and $fi Outfit
summons the bell-boyor porter, writes <t O 0 ___________
free. Address H. Hallktt A Co.. Portland, Ms.
vpOOfr
a teacher in Harvard and, subsequently,
out the dinner bill of fare, adds up your
he iounded a very successful school
Horplilne IlnbltCurwdIn 10
bill, chews the end of a toothpick or
toitOrinya.Ntipn.r till Cured.
Massachusetts. Some time afterward surveys himself in the glass, he assumes
Dm. J. SitniENh, Lebanon,Ohio.
he went South ius the Principal of a the air of one who evidentlythinks no
Rend 10« to DR. 0. R. SYKES, lfl» K. Msdlson St,
State Normal School. The war coming
(fjo «* week. $I2 a day at home easily made. Costly Chicago 111, and be will aj-ndby return mail “The True
small things of himsolf. The hotel clerk <9 L Outfit free. Address THl'E A Co., Augusta,Me. Tbeory of Catarrhand full taformattonof a Sure Cura."
on he was driven from the State and first, and after him the deluge. Some of
Name thia paper, and write without delay.
came North. At the close of tjie war these gentlemen arc so very far gone in
Learn Telegraphyand
eam »40t«*100a
he went back to the Southern State as
mnrth EvenF.cf»rr graduate
crmtlnAfp guaranteed
mm
self-esteem that they effect a sham aseetmonth.
a paying situaCollector of Internal Revenue. When icism, being reserved in their manner, tion. Address R. VaLlNTiNi:,Manager, Janesville,\V la
the State was reconstructed he was answering in monosyllables,and speak(NOrn A MONTH ! Agente Wanted!
elected to the United States Senate, and
ing in subdued cadences,as if a scarcity
y JIONS 'Vd ru
served with distinction for six years. of speech and modulation of the voice
representingthe choicest-selected
Tortoise-Shell
mid
He was Chairman of the Committee on were the indicationsof true dignity. UAUMPtf Heat Crayon Portraits, 12il5.
Anilier.The lightest,handsomest and strongest known.
Education and Labor and a member of The best passport to the good graces of nHHUUUIVi Each lO eta. by mall. Alan, other candidates. Agents Wanted. GKO. Sold hy Opticiansand Jewelers. Made by SPENCER
the Appropriations and other important these individuals is dross.
~ -A*en-‘-a
PKRLNK,
lOO Nassau Si.. New York.
0. M. CO- 13 Maiden I^me, New York.
committees. He was a very strong and
Should the guest arrive travel-stained
pleasing speaker and stood high among and in modest attire, the clerk sniffs him
NORTHWESTERN COLLEGE,
DANIEL F. BEATTY’S
his colleagues. After his term expired at once and relegateshim to a room at Naperville. 111. Full Faculty; eight courses;expenses
unusuallylow. Apply to Rkv. A. A. SMITH, President,
he was appointed Assistant Secretary the top of the house. On the other or Rev. J. LURCH, Yreaa
asurer.
of the Treasury, and was at times Acting hand, should the guest appear in a vest
BALLAD FORM AT
Secretary. It was here that he fell. He of many colors, and have the appearaco
*OXOM
,xEACH. VMMM) PiecesMusical
ONE CENT
each. Send Postal tor Catalogue.
was courted and flatteredand used. of being some tailor’s walking advertise- 10J.cents
H. JOHNSON, 27 N. Tenth St.. Philadelphia. Pe
Wine, cards and women did their part ment, shining with ointment and smellA Oct. Coupler, boxed A shipped, only SOT.TfL
Ot'PKKB Photo LHho-'i-nnh- of the Preslden Sub-bnss
to accomplishhis fall. There were ing of bandoline, he is received with a yj
Ual candidates.
HANCOCK or GARFIELD,sent t< New Pianos Slttft toS 1,800. Before y--u buy an In
strument
he sure to see my Midsummeroffer ilhutratrS,
any nddret-s, postpaid,on receipt of ti'** threecenl
some very crooked transactions while he smirk and a smile, and assignedto one stamps.
Agents wanted.AddreesCLAHbYADAVI- fru. Address DANIEL F. BEATTY, Washington,NJ
was in office, and some way the Assist- of the best rooms in the house. Hotel “ON. S. E. cor. Fourth ami Walnut St., Cincinnati,Ohio.
ant Secretarylost his oltice and landed clerks may change their climate, but it is
QTDfUIG'Q Amins Jelly for Manand the Horse.
in jail. He was speedily got out, how- not often they change their manners, O I nUllU O It is the greatest healer of skin diseases
and fleshwounds In he world This oint mont Is
and
ever, but he became wretchedly poor and to all guests they bear themselves iH a can at any drug store. We send on receipt -itfine
price.
and got to borrowing oil-cent pieces of, with a supercilious air, as if the obliga- A'/mti Hunlrii.C. II. HTRONti A < <»., t hlnitfo.

TWO WASHINGTON WRECKS.
An Ex -Delegate Who Keep* a Low
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18 RECOMkf ENDF.D
By PAytMant, by MU.ionariu,by JffaOtsrs, by
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BY EVERYBODY.

A

CURE

DAI II nil I CD 19
CURE for
r Alii RILLtn Sore Throat, Chills,
Diarrhea, Dyeenlery, Cramps Cholera, and

PAIN
•

Alii

World

all

Bowel ComplalnU*

THE
best REMEDY
known to th«
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If

for Sick

Headache. Pain

Back. Pain In the
and Neuralgia.

Side,

In the

Rheumatlam

UNQUESTIONABLYTHE

!

Soflit Xjlnlxnexxt
Hi «)ual

tr For Sale by
$6 to

&

HXAdel

havingnivvrjtl bun found.

all Medicine Dealers.

$20
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VICKERY, Augusta, Mains
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HTORE-KF.EPF.RH—Yon

JJ can get Choice Goods cheap, by writing on a postal
for our Price List,which enablesyou to order goods
b v mull the best way. and seethe many kinds of Mer>
chandlM we keen for sale at surprisingly low pricea.
rend Mimples of Hamburg*, lace*, Ribbons, Fringes,
etc.. If requested.
sell Wholesale and Retail for
Cash down. A
combinationlyaleni which enables
iu to quote very cloro prices.
have (1. $2 and $5
package* of notion*which cannot be bought for twice
the money elsewhere, all wanted In every family. Money
returnedIf not satisfactory.
liOl
«t-

19,
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We
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new

cgsar?

at, -ail

We
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DUTTON,

Tremont 8t, Boston, Mat*.

Look, Agents!

|

Every man wants his
propertyprotecterl from
burglar*.Secure Uto
agency for Uie •* Hnfw

I
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l

Window
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-

1

STEVENS,

1
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M

VEG-ETINE

;

On 30

Days' Trial.

Fasten*

" In your county
quick. Sella everywhere
attlght. imnense profits. Terma free. Ad*
drees C.
CARNAHAN. Cleveland.0.

DO

rNotFail
send lor c— •'rlon-l.lst for
ISi*'.
-,iy atldress
tlMin application.Contains
to

1'ltKE

kj

red for peraonal or family

nl

u.e.wllh over l,2Gtl Illustration*. Wi- n il nil goods
-I wliiile.«li)
pricea In quanlillen to »u!t the purchaser.
The only Inrittutlun In Ameiica who make this their
special
v?

buslner*.A-lilre-ss

AlOaTGO.HLKV \\ A It D A C O.,
>7 nnd vftfO U nlin-li Avenue. CMengn. HI.
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YOU CAN BE CURED
OF YOUR CATARRH!
HOW?

m

OPIUM

THEONLY MEDICINE
That Acta at

I

VOUNC MEN

CELLULOID

Thcae great organs arc the natural cleansof the system.Iflhey work well, health
will be perfect: If they become clogged,
dreadfuldiseases are sure to follow with

^

er*

EYE-CLASSES.

yOwli

TERRIBLE SUFFERING.
BllIonsncM,Headache,Dyspepsia, Jaondire, Constipation ami IHlea, or Kid*
ncy Complaints, tiravrl. Diabetes,

Sediment In ths Urine, Milky
or Ropy L’rlnsj or Rhea*

GARFIELD.

mntlc Pains and Aches,
developed because the blood Is poisoned
with the humor* that should have been
expellednaturally.
are

ORGANS

i

500

KIDNEY-WORT
restorethe healthy action and all these
destroying evils will be banished j neglect
them and you will live but to suf.'cr.
Thousand* have been cured. Tryltsndyou
will add one more to the number. Take tl
and health will once more gladden your heart
Whf suffer longer from th« torment
Of an aching baok ?
will

17-Stop Organs,

.

Why boar suoh distress from Constipationand Piles?
Why be so fearfulbooauss of disordered urine ?
Kioxet-Wort win cure you. Try a pack"

'

NATRONA?

'.!5c,

t

Time on

THE LIVER,
THE BOWELS,
and the KIDNEYS.

1

i

tiio Borne

age at once and be satisfied.
It In a Ary ttQtiablecompound and

One raekage makes

his old friends. It was a pitiful sight to

six

quarts of Medicine.

Is tbs bast In the World. It Is absolutely pure. It Is tbs
tions were all on their side and they
WANTIID, at SliLs a m-nth beet
for Medicinal Purposes. It is tbs best for baking
Jour Prvffllrthat II, or trill gel U for
end ejpenses.to sell 'ignrsto Dealsee him about and know what he had regarded the traveling public as interand all Family Uses, bold by all Druggistsand Grooera.
yon. IntM upon having It. Price, |1.0O.
ets. SamplesIree. For terms adbeen. Finally somebody had him ap- lopers, trying to make their way on cheek,
dress J. F. WAI.T1II K A
ttzllo, smnics'.T I C0„ ProprfltW,
pointed to a SI, -00 clerkship (he wrote a and upon whom a very strict watch CO., Office and Factory Cl Walnut St .Cincinnati,Ohio.
(Wr.lwndrotijwM
Bsrllngtsa, Vi.
Fei,aSaltMaiictliiiCo.,Pia.
beautiful hand), and it was thought that should be kept
Send for our Price IJst of tine
Vi-ltlng ( nrds and card stock.
lie might pick up and recover ; but he
IMPORTANT TO AGENTS.
We have the largest variety in
didn’t. He had got a passion for gambling,
the West at the lowest pricea.
A Young Widow.
THE LIFE OF
Addrees CARD DEPOT, 17H Fifth A ve., Chicago, 111
and whenever he could obtain any money
A certain census enumerator of this
J AS. A.
WASTED— Agenta eveirwherw to sell our goo da
lie sought -the tiger and, of course, lost
city called upon a woman the other day > “ by aample, to families.We five attractive preaenta By his personalfriend. MAJOR BUNDY, Editor N. V.
it, and soon he lost his little clerkship.
who resides not far from the Capitol, and and flrst-claasgoods to your customers we rive you good A-iiT, Is the onlv edition to wliich Gen. Umfield h»»
profits ; we prepay all expresscharges ; wt furnish outfit
given personal attention or iaci«. beautifully Illustrated,
I understand he now borrows a dollar or
propounded the usual question as by free. Write for particulars.
printed and bound. Full lengthsteel [Hirtraltt-y Hall,
two whenever he can, and goes into the law directed. The woman said she was
PEOPLE'STEA CO.. Box SO»6. St. Louis. Mo. from a picture taken expresslyfor this work. Active
Airrnt* WnnCrrt. Liberal termv. Send >*1.00 at
lowest places and plays until it is gone.
AGENTS wishingto canvassfor tha Lives of
once for completeoutfit. A. 8. BARNES A CO.,
a widow, her age was twenty-liveand
1 A 1U William Street, Now York.
If he has no money, which is nearly alher husband died two years ago. The
ways the case, he will sit where the faithfulrecorder, on receiving the name
§
JKXjXj Z>Z«7DJASR1«
game is going on and keep the score for of the woman’s deceased husband and Should write at once for Circulars
and terms of agency to
OAVIXD ST
the low wretches that infest the dives
FORSHEE
k McMAKIN. Cincinnati. 0.
his occupationwhen alive surmised that
Malarial Polionlng
he visits. He once had a charming he must have been a relative,if not the
family of boys and girls, but the Lord same Mr. B
OF THE BLOOD.
who was a member of
New Law. Thousands of Soldlera and hetra entitled.
only knows where they are now. If the One Hundred and Seventy-seventh
Penaloni date back to discharge or death. Timt Itmiltd.
A Warrantad Cura.
there is anything stranger or more reAddress,with stamp,
New York Volunteers during the war. IhelintAfSTOHY PAPEROUF THE WEbl
UEOllGE
E. LEMON,
Price,
volting than this in fiction I have never
A conversationensued, when finally the
tr ton ALE BT ALL DBUOSIITI.J0
come across it.
P. 0. Drawer
Washington, D. C.
enumerator innocentlyasked if her husFits, Spasms and Convnlsions
band was the same Air. B.
w ho died
Cured by the use of
during the war, saying that he himself
Important to the Fair Sex!
WILLIAM 2. PISIOrS ZFILIP37 UVnSl.
Golden Words.
Hrndfortree copy
Krii arsT Joi-smalIo Wh. R.
was a member of the same regiment,and
The following extracts are culled from
I’kxick,Wholesale Druxflsl,St. Joseph, Mo.
that he was well acquainted with the
an address by Hon. Horatio Seymour to
man. The widow, in a modified tone,
the young-lady students of Wells Fereplied: “Oh, yes, but that was a long
male College, Aurora, N. Y.
ImS W air,
.mW.,
time ago.” The amusing part of the af•T rm hwn 1-Mk.a
Mwl. rf
§
Youth is beautiful in the eyes of age,
•ml .ffc kt.|ia.>.4 w%tn fM
fair is that the man has been dead about
adlflra aat, .a -W4m* «f awrk,|a
and it looks with admiration upon the
AUmm. IW. MABTOtf 4 Vm--.
fik.BMM.ilMa
naawhata«l
seventeen years, and if the woman is
courage with which the young confront
only twenty-five, she became a widow at
the uncertainties of the future, and the
the early age of eight years. — Albany
yfll I
faith that leads them to look forward to
Ary us.
CAMPAIGN
OF
lf*HU.
If*
HU. History.
History, Principles, Early
Early
IIIVftll
VfllsiLiLil
happiness and success.
Leaders, snd Achievements of the Republican Party,
with
full
biographies
of
GAKITELIt
AND
AI4Self- cheating is the most common
Ir the chances of recovery for an adult bo
TIIl’K. By R.V. SMALLEY, of the New York 7Wfcue>.
for years as a periodical and regulating nilL
kind of fraud. It is a good rule, when ho Hniall when unneceswirily-Htrong
raedidne A book wanted ny every Intelligentvoter. The best of all
arsenals from which to draw ammunitionlor campaign
you find that subjects of importance or be used, how much smaller nniKt be the chances use. An elegant oloth-boandvolume nt a fraction of the
objects of value are matters of indiffer- of a baby when dosed with opiates and other usual cost. Price, »»0 cents ; postage.7 cents. Circubest in the World, for sals by ths
i.. —nt f.oM, For sale hy the leadingbookseller in every
Wholesale Agents for U. 8.jarFnniphlots
sent frea
ence, to conclude that there are some jwwerfulmedicines. Dr. Bull's Baby Syrup is
AMERICAN BOOK EXCHANGE.
town.
VAN HCHAACK, 8TE\ KN80N k GO.. Agfa.. Ctuoage
the remedy for the diseases of children. Trice,
Tribune Building. New York.
things which you do not, but wliich you
2.r> cents a bottle.
a N. U.
So. 34
» Make S3 Per Way
Thrss dollars psr acre allowedthe settler tor break
ought to, know.
tag and oultlvatloo.For partlcnlara apply to
BELLIXO OCR SEW
IXTHEN WRITING TO ADYEUT1MKU8,
There is nothingyou can learn about any
There is verdure all along one track
D. A. McKINLAY.
* » pleiue say you saw the udvcrUeemeni
Platform Family Scale.
subject which will not give it new inter- of the Pennsylvaniarailroad, between
Land Commissioner, at. Panl, If Inn. In this paper.
Weighs accurately up to 123 lbs. Its
est in your eyes. The deeper your learnPittsburgh and Philadelphia,and none
ffiannaomesppearance
sella
at sight
to houaekeejterB.
Retail price
ing the better, but the quality of knowl- along the other. This is caused bv
Other family scales weighing lbs.
edge is like that of gold, which* although it droppings of grain from the eastwardcan not be bought for leas than $fi.
A regularHOs’M foe Agents.
is reduced to the thinnest leaf, yet makes boond freight cars, while those going
ExclusiveTerritory given. Terma
and
rapid
sales
surprise
old Agents. Send for particulars.
all the things glitter that it touches.
the other way deposit no seed.
Domestic Scale Co, 88 W. 6th St, Cincinnati. O.
- FRANZ LISZT - %U N R IVA LLED^
Surface knowledge is lightly spoken of
by the learned, but it is information
AWARDED
worked out in the past by toil and study
(IHigrestUonqrs
until it is brought within the reach of
Ic AT ALL THE OREAT
all.
* AND UPWARDS:
^Worlds Exhiboionb
Is the "Original" Concentrated Lye and Rs liable
In the course of my life I have studied
*
Family Soap Maker. DirecUons accompany saeh Oas
• *r<m •- _
all classes of men with care, and, as a
for making Hard, Holt and Toilet Moap quickly
foreasyPaymentsU
It Is full wejgbt snd strength. Ask yonr grossr foe
rule, I have found those to be the most
Thirteen Years,
MAFONI FfKR, and take no other.
t6 PER MONTH FOR^
cheerful and wise whose habits and obPenn’a Salt Manufact’ng Go., Phila.
\1 MONIHSjOR$6£t ^
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servations have given the widest range
PER QUARI£R FjOaTr
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PETROLEUM
i|AmericanOroans
to their mental action, and have brought
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DPBULL’S SAPONIFIER

ALSO

ft

within the scope of their thoughts the
most varied tonics, although they may
not have been learned with regard to any
of them.
Men do not live in the same world.
When we look around us we see that
they live in very different houses ;

some

8A8V
SYRUP

^

m

£

Grand Medal

'gllrsrMedal
at Paris

Exposition.

Exposition.

coveredfor us cure of Wouade, Baras, Kheunsa*
tlsas, 8kta Diseases. Plies, Catarrh, Chll*
blalas, Ac. In order that every one may try it, it Is
pat np in 15 and 36 cent bottlea tor bousehold use.
Obtain It from your druggist, and you will find It superior
Asa
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VASELINE

at I’bliadrlp'la

asasrthlMMk a
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SUCH AT ANY.
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STEAMBOAT!

Column.

ivnonsTEir

Scrub Soils.

one thing in

If there Is

stpck-raising

more aggravatingthan another

to those

Excursions

!

!

who are desirous of improving their domestic animals, It

Is

the abominable nui

THE STEAM TUG

sance of nondescriptuncastratedmales—

sheep, or swine— that are

cattle, horses,

permitted to run at large. There are laws

the states against this abuse,

in most of

and should be

in all

of them, but enforce-

ment is very often an unpleasantduty.
The law-abiding portion of a community will not demur to the manifest justice
and binding
when
nity

a#

and

effect of such enactments,

member

of any farming

TWI-LIGHT
And a

large barge, which is large
400 to 500 people,
fitted up for the purpose, can be chartered
during the summer season of 1880 to run
Sunday School Excursions,Picnic parties,
etc., on Black Lake, and Lake Michigan.
For further particulars,apply to

DRY

enough to carry from

commu-

19-2m
CAPT.

so oblivious to the propriety of such

is

Wishing to reduce my

F. R.

days

stock, I offer for sale the next 30

GOODS, BOOTS and SHOES,

READY HADE CLOTHING

HATS

and CAPS,

at great bargains.

BROWER,
Holland, Mich.

laws, the rights ot his neighbors, and the

A MONTH! AKHT8 WAKTIS!

interests of the live-stock industry of the

country, he is just the

man

against

$350

whom

the penalties for their violation ought to

be promptly and rigidly enforced.

to

run

at

large.

some

In

states there

liable for

western states—

$1000.00 for any Alum or
other adulteration found in

We

will aive

and especiallyof those more recently set-

this

/

men

tled— are turned at large, there are

are so unmindful of good neighbor-

and good order that springs from
good citizenship,as to turn loose one or
more scrawny ill-begotten scrub bulls—
animals that have not been inaptly char-

^^BlR

combs. The progeny of such

priced horn

miserable nondescriptsires
raising.It

will require in addition to the

period of gestation,about tour years be
fore it

for beef,

is fit

and

a half to

markets from

two cents per pound, and

if

the animal turns the scale at 1,000 pounds
the owner is

lucky. Now

five years of

time

here are nearly

the cost of

lost, besides

keeping such a brute, and of transporting
it

to market, all for

$15

fJO! Does

or

it

pay?

Will any reasonable or intelliuent
man question the wisdom of laws to pre-

B

m

1WW

system.
Good food makes good health ; and health
Is Improved or Impaired In proportion as the

we

eat Is nutritious or otherwise.

One can of this Is worth two of any other
baking compound.
It makes bread whiter and richer.
More than half the complaintsof bad flour
arise from the use of common baking powders, which often make the best of Hour turn
out dark bread
The most delicate persons can eat food
prepared with It without injury.
Nearly every other baking powder Is
adulteratedand Is absolutely injurious.
This Is made from Refined Grape Cream
of Tartar, and Is PERFECTLY PURE.
It makes the BEST, lightest,and most

BUCKWHEAT, INDIAN, AND

pre-

FLANNEL CAKES.

among farmers in the improvement

of their domestic animals, and particular-

bad

signiticance than it has

heretofore.

GEO.T.

LEWIS &MENZIES CO.
PHILADELPHIA.

there were a dozen less than ten years ago
cattle.

They have seen

money

the differencein the

Hereford steer and a “critter'’ whose hide,

pnrt

horns, hoofs, and hair constitute its chief
It is unfair

and unjust

Holland, Sept.
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is

a very serious evil. It

is

which every man who raises cattle is

in-

terested. Profitablefarming in this branch

.-y-if.

milk. To

to have cows give

this

“Mcffiicin
la the («rt of UUeaae.

Medicalu»e» of

dine, treated with unparAlh*lt*<lsticftM on entirely new
principle*, effecting cure* in ni many dayi a< required
week* under old nauaeatingand dangerous rem* dies.
“Treatise on Dehilitjr" and list of questionssent in
plain sealed envelope on receipt of two3c.*tarn|>s.
So
Err Rojvirtd until aatisfactorrresult* arc obtained.Address DU. CLEUU. til Lamrd Street East. Detroit.I Irk.

Neuraljia, Epilepty, Paralyna. Dyiptptia. and all Nereou,
and C hronicalfeclmna. An illuetraled booh of orer eixty large
| a,*, tent free on receipt of 3 cent etamp. AddrtH

ELECTRO-FARADICBELT

METROPOLITAN

ZstabMid1817 at 12 N.

INDISCRETION
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present the most popular

few years, double the
farmer’s herd of

money

common

w ill, in a
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BOOTS and SHOES

cows — Prairie

No. 74 Washington Street,
a
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A VEX,

new beds of strawberries.Some persons
it

to

September; but

otl'erfor *ale

next year

at home, and

uf

earlier the better.

making

a strawberry bed, the fruit lias be-

come so

common

that it is grown

most every garden. It

is

in al-

well to dig deep-

ill

grown in hills, in rows
2*2 feet apart and the plants about 15
inches in the rows. The tops and a porare wished to be

J'

nlncritv.

,
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FINE LIQUORS and CIGARS 1

cheap. However,

Regular Meals only 25

cts.
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remain our Specialty.
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“THE PRIVATE MEDICAL ADVISER”
On

8y pnilia, Oonorrhcca, Olcct,ho teture, varicooclo, so., aif on SpcrmatorrhcDa, Sexual Debility,
and Impotenoy, from Self-Abuie aril Eiccet. can, in*
Bmlttl Kb..." »• S-r. -'.B-w, Artn-oo loSewlr, Pbj.welpfeej.IhiaMMofSutn Ivrmif, Mrti' ry. Lm. of kriw Poe.r rte..tetkli, mtr.
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\y, Ur it. m. of .V |.n..u
:S* |*c».
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d

firmly pressed about

situation should

be

ifluilralinnaThe cmblard volume it p< itlivc'y
popular Medical B -nk publiehed. Tbe eu.hor it ae eiperianew* phyiioua of miny ,ear« practice. (»i il well known),
•n i lb. i>l*w- n».«. ir.d mlie f"t tr.,,n«.«i U"1 4"»a, will b« f^iedM
.rr.t valu, 1, ll.«w .uf ll'f fr im imi.iirltir,
of ik, .y.l.m, Mrlf rmre.
of a.j if Ih. lo^M-. 'omil*. urd.r lb. k>wl of •' PEiVATI *
‘ CHROMIC" dlwurt.-PwiH* erMap*Ukee l» peymrttfw book*.
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plants should be covered lightly in the

true
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Side

Wheel Steamers

on their Routes.

Charles Downing, Crescent seedling, Wil*

4,
6-tf

The 8 o’clock train on tho Grand Haven Hoad
son’s seedling,e\c.-Germantown Telegraph. connect* with the Boat*.
.
T. G. BUTLIN, 8upt.

son, Ind., there are 250,000 peach trees,

from which

will be

Dumb

prints,

gathered and shipped lame variety of

season 150,000 bushels of peaches.

An entirelyNewand poeitively effedira
Hrmed, for tb* epeedr and permtoiot
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manure from the horse
stable. There are a number of varieties DAILY BETWEEN CHICAGO AND
that will produce good crops, there not
GRAND HAVEN and MUSKEGON.
(Sunday excepted.)
being nearly as much difference in the
flavor as some suppose. 80 far an our own
experience goes, we like Captain Jack as
well as any other. Seth Boy den Is good; CHICAGO DOCK, FOOT OF MICHIGAN AVENUE.
the Sharplessseedling is considered among
the best; then there are Trlomphe de
Grand, Monarch of the West, Jucunda, Srai Era licit, foot of WuhiogtonStnoti

radius of ten miles of Madi-

1

-

winter with straw

Wrinis a

—

cure
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them. The

rather dry, and the

s”

from Impure irmal »,»o ------ .
latient,tretledhr mail end eipre,,.Where po»,ible,
pertanal coniultition
n pr*ferre4.
which i, free imi inyiied.Quel,
tinn, to he aniwered by patient* deairinit treetmentmailed free
to »ut ad Ire,, on apn|ie*ti»B,For b«ok: rr treatment iddreia
DIL IH'TTK, It North 8th 8b, 8t. Loalo, Mo.
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he
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work guaranteed, and repairing
dune on short notice.

well, the plants set rather shallow, and the

this
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ALWAYS ON HAND.

tion of tho roots should be pruned pretty

soil

A l,r*e. new and complete Guide to Wedtit, cu .'a mnj, with m,ny otbrr,,the fol
low mf eh,pt»r,: A * ompeienl W ununhrwd.
>ele<tina
ol Wif-, Trm[<r,niMit,,compatible
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PRESCRIPTION FREE
Forthe .pcedy eureot'Seinina! Veaknea*. Ixi»tManhood,
PrematureDebility,NerMiti.tiee*.!)• *nonaeney,Couftiiion
of Idea*, Aver, ion to Society, ItefcetiveMemory, and a'l
Dieorden brought on by ft •••"rot Italiit, and Lxiei.es.An/
druggi.l ha, the incredlcnt*.
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JEt. W

-
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to minis-

it is better to

It is hardly worth
while to enter upon any particulars in

GUIDE.

gilt binding. Sealed for 80c.
pottage
itage or currency.Over fifty wonderftil p<-n picture*,
true to
o life; article, on the following subject, : who may
marry,
_________
.. Womanhood.
................. ......
y, who not.
not,
Manhood,
1‘hy.ical
decay. Who rhould marry ; How life tud hnppinr,* may
be inerraeed.
The Physiologyof Rrfiroduetioo,nnd many
more. Thoee marriedor contemp et -• ;: n nrriage
orriage aliould
rend it, then kept under lock ai d kiy. Populcredition,
tame a, alsivc,but piper rover. ll>i
i ni ge. - n ct*. by nudl,
fn money or pottage.Cheape.tj il guide in Amenra.
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make

to

in order to get

transplantin August, and perhaps the Quality

ly,
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kindness and

Custom Made Goods
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a pretty fair crop

Jegnnt cloth and
Elegant
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FREE

ter lo your wants with

MICH.

but recentlyformed our co-pnrtnerehip,
fellow-citizen* of Grand
Haven and Hurrouiiding town* that we have a fine
*tock of Heady Made (>ood* of all deaenptione,

the best time for sellingout
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Setting out Strawberries.
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and 14 Canal Stree t

5 oil will find u|]

Slippers Etc.

value of the

Fanner.

Okraan, fw bath. 2 Stamp*.Ci Fa?

DU. lit TTS. UXorth 8th su, 8U Louia, Mo.

better than themselves—to thoroughbred

possible. This course

EXPOSU
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YOUNG MEN

THE CITY UF GH.tND HAPIDS,
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LCTIS,ifO.
old and well known ir.,t|.

or
R
n<iuch
mal.dieiat HyphllU, (mnorrhea, tileel, Stricture,
OrrbllW,all
Iriaary Truublee and RyphlllUe or lerenrialadcctionaol the
throat,thin or bones treated*ith iucer»»,on iciennftc
principle,. withoutuun* Mereury or other Pnitonou.Medicines
,n
of huddle i*e who tee >uf.
Icrin* from the elTrcUu( Sprmalorrbra or tM-wluatWraknn,, Hie re«u!l of .elt-ab'iie in youth
or eicettIn matured rears are permanently cured.Thu Ji».
•a.e produce,aome of the followingedrett—emiMionsMole he,,
dimaeas n,rvn#,neis dimne,, of ,i<hl.cnu*h, indi*eilioa,
CMitipalinn.deipondency,eonfution of ideal, avervuinlo »>•
cirty,lefrcli,,memory,araual eihautlion,unpoiency or Ima
of manly f ieor, which unflla the victimEr butineo or marr iace.

HOUSE
1

D!2M

Phyilclam in char** of Ihii
J lulion are regular*Ndualel in medicineand ,ur*ery. Year*
•r Riperlenre in Ibt treatmentof (brunle Dl.ra.e.haee mado
their akill aud ability to much eupenorto that ol the ordinary
practiuoner,Ibal they hart acquired a nationalreputaUoo
thmn*h their trealmentof complicalrdcun,

OYSTLIR,

Nos.

Spermatorrhea,tcx' ai Debility and Impotency, ae the remit of Self- A blue in youth, eexual eicetee*in mature' yea *, or other ratisee, and which produce
Mine of the following eflerte : nervomnee,.erniinalemi»liom, debility,dininc,,of tight. dotirtiveuu inn y iiirnplci
on the face,nlieiicaldecay, aver. ion to •o.-u-ty of female,
contuiionof idea,, io,l of ar xiialpower, etc . rendering
marriage impropir or unlu
an- permanently
cured. Coneultntion nt ottU c, or hv mail free, und invited.
When it i* inconvenient to vi.it the city for treatment,
medicine, canbe »ent by mail or rxprree everywhere. Curable caee* guaranteed, w here doubt ni.t, it i, frankly elated
Piaphllt h: Hit, 1 C-arp; f:r W:n:s, l sump ;

why

8th Ctreet,CT.
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Boney Carpenter, Prop’r
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CO.,

k SI4 ChwtBot St.. KT. LOUIS, MO.
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at

Electricity.

But Iumms uf
ElECTRIC HITS & BATTERIES.
ImlMJctU.nifor aelf treatmentby Electricity for Rheumaium.
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This is

lateet•cientiflr
nrinciplee. Safely. Privately.

p^p

is

only possible by breeding them to animals

bulls if

larket Stv,

______

8L Charles Street,

O|n>osite Sweet's Hold.

render them

improvementon themselves,and

HARRIS RF.MKDT CO.,
aaff UeaUU, bib k
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of husbandry means something more than

more profitabletheir offspring must be an

deacribedwith tcKOtiftcmole
of cure. Prof. Hirni’ llluitritrl
pamphlet tent free on applieanoa.

WHITTIER

St. Louis, Mo*
A regular graduate of two Medical College*,ha* been longer
engagedIn the ipecial treatment of all Venereal, Sexual
and ChronicDlaease* than any other Phv.ician inSt.
Louli, aa city wipere «how, and all old rreiden't* know.
SyphlliB. Oonorrhaea. Gleet.Stricture.Orchitis.
Hernia, or Rupture, all Urlnnry Diseases an'
Syphilitic or Memirinl Affer tions of the Throav
Skin or Boocs. are treated with unparalleled »ucce»i,on

617

(FluorAlbui nr White,) thnuld »eud toe
ProC llarrU’
Hnrrla' Pamphlet (IMuttraird
(llluitraird
br Plate*) fl»ln*deieri[
linn of hi. Remedy, and thowin* it* application. The pamphlet it valuable to any lady la deli.
C,U htlllt|.heiB*a Ihoroujhlepracl.eal trealu- on Mm dneata,

Home Treatment at Little Coit
Inrunnnl Weaknes*, I’liiiple*, m,pure Iiln«<l, l.wt*of Kiierny. ParImpotence,l>istn-ssinir
Night
a d Emissions,and many vital evil*
resultingfrom Early Error and
excesset,which, if neglected,end In premature de-

E. HA lilllS

Manufacturer!* ol and dtaler* in

W.,

I

A. L. Holmes & Co.

one in

U... !.J| y, *,

St Loot*, Mo.
who are troubled with Leoeorehtra

or more of the class of animals referredto.
This

.

fully

HOWAKD.

r.

ford, Pa.
We havo hundred* of Utt.-i ' n r’-i u-inv
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I
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to this

ISTD.
M. D.

(Jooil Aaentu tcanfetf In ereni connt»>and
Address
JL- UltO., Xeto Ox-

now
large class to have to pocket the damage
inflicted upon them by permitting to the
public range where their cows graze one

value.

%m

CARPENTER

fnr the Beit and Fallen.
» Selim* PictorialBnoki «Bd Biblei. Pr.cei
reduced
reduced 33
33 pe
per ct. Matiooal Publt.h'*Co.. C«Ri*0.m.

VI

hou*e.
W) acres of land in Section 21, of the township
ol Holland Also .*0 acre*, mostlv cleared, dav.
gravel and sandy land, adjoiningDirk I'aulu*’, fn
the township of Holland.
I lie above lands can he bought at reasonable
terms. Inquireof

Or anr other kind, you con fi!-> uouwtf u-,th our
A>»e Machine. •»* th.i it »*ilTmi Itet/er ihi.n
Erer. Th*- n-fth will all r -tn-iin i-f . in ii m/.o Rmi
rhaj*-.Hent free, on receipt of ft ••..’it) t on-

value between a good grade Short-horn or

AGENTS WANTED

for Sale.

160 acre*, three mile* north of the clfv. on the
Grand Ha.ven road, with dwelling and orchard.
12u acre*, of which ten are cleared, *ltiiatcd in
the township of Olive, near foie’* mill. Good

MAJTCTACTCREDONLY BY

There are hundreds of farmers now where
who are trying to improve their

Farms

A single trial will prove the superiority
of this Towder.

more

ly their kine stock, gives this matter

IMICH.

has given It a

NEW INVEN-

an entirely
an
TION,v
TION,
without any of the bad qualities of
or saleratus, yeast or
of soda
6
other baking
ba
powders.
It has la Itself a tendency
to •nstaln and nourish tho
Is
la

BREAD, BISCUIT, CAKE,
CRULLERS,

The widespreadinterestwhich now
vails

COMMENDED by every

hous
- housekeeper
who

scrub bulls?

large of

iti;
It Is

nutritions

vent the perpetuation of such stock by the

running at

used as directed.
tur

^

It

HOLLA HD,

to
light bread when

Lewis’ Baking Powder always makes
good food.

a cent

H-A-RRUST Q-TOiN",

vJ.

NEVER FAILS

make

food

and the carcass brings

in the leading cattle

EL

Powder In

Yeaat

11.1

not worth

is

any

W^Bf&lr
fair trial
trial

plus of material for a poor quality of low-

.

the world.
It

acterized as third-rate glue stock, cheap
sur-

Eli

Indorsed by the Brooklyn Board
of Health, and by the best chemMa
In the United States.
It is STRONGER than

ship

soup timber, carrying an enormous

FOWl)

IS COI^TPLETE.

CALL AND SEE FOR YOURSELF.

when many

At this season of the year
cattle in nearly all of the

THE STOCK

POWDER

heavy damages besides

in certain cases.

who

can be sold very cheap.

CONDENSED

BAKING

scrub trash from running at large, but the
Is

All those goods were purchased before the rise, and

CHEAPEST!

IS

LEWIS’

own premises, that is his
he has no right to permit

are penalties not only for permitting such

owner

(am-

his

business,but

them

a

i

AdJUf BRONSON, Dotwit, Mich

If a

person desires to use such animals on his

own stock on

ple free.
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,

AriMrtla th* WorM

5 IW»t StUlag

7

Chicago.

woolen dress goods, and a
Spring Goods, just opened

at the store of

E. J.

HARRINGTON.

Conghs, Colds, Sore Throat, Bronchitis, Asthma,
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Combine the choicest cathartic principles
in medicine, in proportions accurately adjusted to secure activity, certainty, and
uniformity of effect. They are the result
of years of careful study and practicalexperiment, and are the most effectual remedy yet discovered for diseases caused by
derangement of the stomach, liver, and
bowels, which require prompt and effectual
treatment. Ayf.k’s Pills are specially
applicable to this class of diseases. They
act directly on the digestive and assimilative processes, and restore regular

healthy action. Their extensiveuse by
physiciansin their practice, and by all
civilized nations, is one of the many
proofs of their value as a safe, sure, and
perfectly reliable purgative medicine.
Being compounded of the concentrated
virtues of purely vegetable substances,
they are positively free from calomel or
any injuriousproperties,and can he admiuistered to children with perfect safety.

Ayer's Pills arc an effectual cure for
Constipation or Costiveness, Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Loss of Appetite,
Foul Stomach and Breath, Dizziness,
Headache, Loss of Memory, Numbness,
Biliousness, Jaundice, Rheumatism,
Eruptions and Skin Diseases,Dropsy,

Tumors, Worms, Neuralgia, Colic,
Gripes, Diarrhoea,Dysentery,Gout,
Piles, Disorders of the Liver, and all
other diseases resulting from a disordered
state of the digestive apparatus.
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Cathartic Pills

a Dinner Pill they have no equal.
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are the most thorough and searching cathartic that can be employed,and never give
pain unless the bowels are inflamed, and
then their influenceis healing. They stimu-
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Dr. J. C. Ayer

Practical and Analytical Chemists,
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